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Abstract
Everyday, we are bombarded with many photographs of faces, whether on social media,
television, or smartphones. From an evolutionary perspective, faces are intended to be remembered, mainly due to survival and personal relevance. However, all these faces do not have the
equal opportunity to stick in our minds. It has been shown that memorability is an intrinsic
feature of an image but yet, it is largely unknown what attributes make an image more memorable. In this work, we first proposed new models for predicting memorability of face and
object images. Subsequently, we proposed a fast approach to modify and control the memorability of face images. In our proposed method, we first found a hyperplane in the latent
space of StyleGAN to separate high and low memorable images. We then modified the image
memorability (while maintaining the identity and other facial features such as age, emotion,
etc.) by moving in the positive or negative direction of this hyperplane normal vector. We
further analyzed how different layers of the StyleGAN augmented latent space contribute to
face memorability. These analyses showed how each individual face attribute makes an image more or less memorable. Most importantly, we evaluated our proposed method for both
real and synthesized face images. The proposed method successfully modifies and controls the
memorability of real human faces as well as synthesized faces. Our proposed method can be
employed in photograph editing applications for social media, learning aids, or advertisement
purposes.

Keywords: Memorability, Face Memorability, Face Memorability Modification, GAN,
Latent Vector, Image2Style
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Summary for Lay Audience
Whether it be on social media, television, or smartphones, we see many pictures of faces
every day. Historically, faces were intended to be remembered by individuals based on survival
and personal relevance. Nevertheless, all these faces do not have the same opportunity to be
remembered. Generally, memorability is defined as an intrinsic characteristic of an image;
however, it is unclear what attributes make an image more memorable. To put it simply, the
memorability of an image is a number between zero and one indicating how well it can be
remembered.
In this work, we first introduced new models for predicting memorability of face and object
images. These models are deep neural networks that get an image as their input and predict the
memorability of the image as the output. Next, we explored the possibility of modifying images
to manipulate their memorability scores. This led us to propose a quick method of controlling
the memorability of both face and non-face images. This method is based on a group of models
called generative adversarial models (GANs) that are capable of producing realistic images. We
supported our method with various experiments and applied it to modify the memorability of
some faces/objects/scene images. Most importantly, we evaluated our proposed method for real
face images too. In our experiments, it was demonstrated that modifying the memorability of
real face images was possible as well as modifying the memorability of simulated face images.
Our method can be applied to photo editing applications for social media, school learning
materials, or advertising.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
1.1

Introduction

We encounter different pictures, faces, and scenes in our daily life. From an evolutionary
view, it is crucially important for us to memorize and keep this visual information in our longterm memory. This ability helps us to recognize our friends or relatives and makes it possible
to find the way to our home or work. However, some of these images stick in our minds
easily, while we struggle in remembering some other images. There are various reasons for
this difference, it can be related to our prior knowledge or the attributes of the image. Some
images can contain friends or family members, our neighborhood, the school where we studied,
or a famous monument from our town. We tend to remember these images better than others.
It has been shown that despite our exceptional ability to remember images [9], people have
differences in long-term memory access [42]. In general, we can divide memory into three
groups: long-term, short-term, and working memory. Long-term memory is made of a huge
amount of data and knowledge which is stored in our minds that are related to prior events.
Short-term memory has two major differences from long-term memory as it decays through
time and has chunk capacity limits. Working memory is very similar to short-term memory
and is defined in three ways: similar to short-term memory it is used in cognitive tasks, it keeps
and controls short-term memory as a multi-component system, moreover, it exploits attention
to manipulate short-term memory [17]. For example, when we see an image, within a few
milliseconds, with help of sensory memory we are able to describe any of the image details,
a few seconds later, short-term memory allows remembering some sparse details about the
image. A few hours or days later, we will remember the gist of the image (For example we
remember the image was in a jungle, not on a beach). In addition to remembering the gist of the
image, it has been shown that we are able to recall which exact images we observed supported
with some details about that image [9].
Research has shown that all images do not have the same likelihood to be recalled later [46,
4, 45]. Although different people have different abilities in memorizing visual contents (image
or video), it has been shown that memorability is an intrinsic feature of an image and it is
consistent across different observers [46, 4, 45, 8, 44, 55, 2]. The images in these studies were
controlled for factors like noticeable monuments, famous people and do not contain them. By
consistency, it means that the images which are highly memorable to Bob are highly memorable
1
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to Alice too and vice versa the images which are low-memorable to Alice, are low-memorable
to Bob as well. In other words, memorability of an image is an attribute of that image which
can be measured, predicted or manipulated [46].
Previous research has shown that people fail to predict which images are highly or less
memorable [45]. However, the aesthetics and interestingness of the images are strongly correlated to people’s judgment. People think they can remember the interesting and aesthetic better
than others but the truth is something else. Research studies have shown contrary to what we
think, memorability cannot be characterized even by the unusualness of the image [55]. Therefore the question arouses: what makes an image memorable and which features of an image
are most accountable for its memorability score. It has been shown that simple image features
and basic pixel statistics do not correlate strongly with the memorability scores of the images. Moreover, non-semantic object statistics like object counts, object areas, and multiscale
object areas are accountable for the memorability of images [46]. Semantic information like
object label presences, labeled object counts, labeled object areas can be more accountable for
memorability in comparison with non-semantic information. Although semantics can predict
memorability better than non-semantic information, they still cannot predict the memorability
scores of the images very well and there is a huge gap between it and humans correlation score.
Several studies have attempted to understand the memorability of face images. It was
shown through an experiment that distinctive faces are recognized better than typical faces [76].
Another work has demonstrated that people tend to memorize faces rated as unusual in appearance better than typical faces [66, 65, 5]. Bainbridge et al. [4] tried to answer this question that
what components are responsible for face memorability score. They examined the role of 20
personalities (e.g. interesting/boring and calm/aggressive), social, and memory-related traits
that have an impact on face memorability. After running a multiple linear regression model
on these different face attributes and memorability scores, they found that the combination of
these attributes can only explain a small portion of the variance of the memorability scores.
This suggests that the memorability of an image, lies on the image itself and it’s hard to find
the memorability of the image through some limited meaningful attributes.

1.2
1.2.1

Related works
Image memorability

The memorability of an image is computed through an experiment called Visual Memory
Game [46]. In this experiment, each participant is presented with a series of images and her
task is to report if she detects a repeated image at any time in the sequence by pressing the space
bar. The sequence of images is consist of two types of images: targets and fillers. The goal
of the Visual Memory Game is to find the memorability score of the target images. However,
fillers are used for two purposes. First to fill the spacing between different repetitions of the
target images and second to make sure the participants are giving attention to the experiment as
the fillers get repeated by just a few spacings. After acquiring the data from all the participants,
the memorability score of each target image is defined by the ratio of correct detections by
participants. As a result, memorability score is a number between zero and one. Subsequently,
we can look at it as the likelihood that an image will be remembered after single exposure to
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that image.
To evaluate the human consistency, participants will be randomly separated into two groups.
An identical sequence of images will be shown to two groups and memorability scores of images based on participants performance within each group is computed. After collecting the
memorability score of the images, the images will get sorted by their memorability scores
within the two groups. Subsequently, Spearman’s rank correlation [93] between these two sets
of scores can be computed. This correlation shows the human consistency for that data-set and
is considered as the upper bound for models performance in predicting image memorability
scores. To be more clear, consider the following example from Table 1.1.
Images
Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5

Group 1
Score Rank
0.65
3
0.8
2
0.4
5
0.55
4
0.85
1

Group 2
Score Rank
0.6
4
0.75
2
0.35
5
0.65
3
0.9
1

Table 1.1: Synthesized example to show the consistency in memorability

Then using equation 1.1, the rank correlation scores for these two groups can be calculated
and will be equal to 0.9. In this equation n shows the number of the images and di denotes
the difference of the rank of image i in group 1 and group 2. This shows the memorability
consistency within these two groups. Isola et al.[46], splitted the participants into two random
groups for 25 times and reached the average correlation of 0.75.This experiment depicts the
consistency of the memorability. To be mentioned, this consistency is different across different
categories of images. Goetschalckx and Wagemans [30] showed there are 0.77, 0.67, 0.64,
0.60, and 0.59 mean split-half Spearman’s correlation respectively for landscape, animals, vehicle, sports, and food categories.
6 Σi di2
(1.1)
n (n2 − 1)
Not only memorability is consistent across different people, but it is also consistent over
time too [45]. It means the rank of the memorability scores of the images will not change if
the images get the same amount of delay. To be more specific, there is a log-linear relationship
between memorability and time delays. Thus we can formulate the memorability of the image
as mt(i) = α log(t) + c(i) where c(i) is the base memorability score for the ith image and α is
the decay factor. This is another piece of evidence that confirms memorability is an intrinsic
attribute of each image.
ρ=1−

1.2.2

Image memorability prediction

After discovering that memorability is an intrinsic attribute of an image, recent works tried to
propose methods to predict image memorability. It is very time-consuming and expensive to
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run a visual memory game experiment to obtain the memorability score of an image. In one of
the earliest works, Isola et al. [46] attempted to leverage global features like GIST [78], Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [62], Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG2x2) [19,
28, 97], and Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [88] to predict the scene category
images of the SUN dataset [97]. They employed an RBF kernel for GIST and histogram
intersection kernels for the rest of the features and used SVR to map these features to the
memorability score. Finally, they evaluated their model by calculating the rank score between
the true memorability scores of the images and the predicted values. The result is shown in
Table 1.2.

Top 20
Top 100
Bottom 100
Bottom 20
ρ

Pixels

GIST

SIFT

SSIM

HOG 2x2

74%
72%
61%
59%
0.22

82%
78%
58%
57%
0.38

83%
79%
57%
56%
0.41

83%
79%
58%
55%
0.43

83%
80%
57%
55%
0.43

All Global
Features
83%
80%
56%
54%
0.46

Table 1.2: Memorability prediction using global features. Better results are achieved when
all global features are used.

In another work, Khosla et al. [53] proposed a method to predict face memorability scores
using features such as SIFT, HOG, and LBP [77]. They were able to reach a 0.51 rank score
which is noticeably less than human consistency that is 0.69. Without considering the false
alarm rate this difference is worse as they reached a 0.33 correlation score while the human
consistency on 10k US Adult Face Database is 0.68. There are two major problems with these
methods. First, there is a prominent gap between the predicted rank score and the human
consistency, and secondly, these methods are not fully automatic and they need to be tuned by
a person.
With the advent of powerful computational resources and GPUs, usages of deep learning [64] aroused. These deep models were provided with a huge amount of data and could
outperform previous classical machine learning models in various tasks such as speech recognition, object detection, and object recognition. Among different deep models, the convolutional neural network (CNN) [63], was one of the earliest networks which were introduced
for image-related tasks, like object detection. When simple MLP networks [35] are used for
image-related tasks, a curse of dimensionality [6] will appear. For example, if the input image has a size of 256 × 256 in three RGB channels, the fully connected network will have
256 × 256 × 3 = 196608 for each node in the second layer. The problem is that the spatial relationship between different pixels of the image will not be considered. However, CNN
introduced convolutional filters which consider the spatial relationship between the pixels of
the image. In an object recognition task, the first layers in a CNN will recognize low-level
features such as horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines in the image, while the last layers of
the CNN will take care of recognizing high-level features like eyes, ears, etc which will help
in recognizing the image. Convolutional neural networks may consist of pooling layers, like
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max-pooling and average pooling [99, 15]. These pooling layers will reduce the dimension by
combining small clusters and will help to reduce the size of the input for the fully connected
layers to prevent overfitting. AlexNet [59] leveraged convolutional layers and won ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [20, 83] competition by a considerable
margin. Figure 1.1 depicts the architecture of this network.

1000
Object
Labels

...

FC

FC

FC

Pool 3 × 3
Conv 3 × 3
Conv 3 × 3
Conv 3 × 3

Pool 3 × 3
Conv 5 × 5

Pool 3 × 3
Conv 11 × 11

Input
Image

Figure 1.1: AlexNet architecture. The output layer is consist of 1000 nodes for predicting
1000 different categories of the ImageNet dataset.
Khosla et al. [54] utilized deep learning to predict image memorability for the first time.
MemNet [54] is a convolutional neural network that has AlexNet as its backbone. It includes
five convolutional layers and three pooling layers and three fully connected layers at the end.
Moreover, despite AlexNet, the output layer only consists of one node as the goal of the network is to predict memorability scores. The architecture of the MemNet is shown in Figure 1.2.

FC

FC

FC

Pool 3 × 3
Conv 3 × 3
Conv 3 × 3
Conv 3 × 3

Pool 3 × 3
Conv 5 × 5

Pool 3 × 3
Conv 11 × 11

Input
Image

Memorability
Score

Figure 1.2: MemNet architecture. The output layer of AlexNet is substituted with a single
node for memorability prediction.
MemNet is trained by fine-tuning Hybrid-CNN[106] which is trained on both ImageNet [83]
and Places [106] datasets. This model is fine-tuned on the LaMem dataset [54] and a Euclidean
loss layer is used for training. LaMem is the largest annotated image memorability dataset
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available to date, consisting of 45k train images, 4k validation, and 10k test samples. This
data-set mainly contains scene-centric and object-centric images. While there are images including people in this dataset, this dataset was not designed nor included face images. Some
samples from this data-set have been shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Samples from LaMem dataset
MemNet could reach 0.64 rank correlation performance with the ground truth memorability
scores of the held-out test set in LaMem. MemNet’s performance can be observed in Table 1.3.
You can see that the performance is higher when the false alarm rate is considered. False
alarm rate is similar to a noise in the memorability task and by considering it the performance
will improve. False alarm rate is accounted for the images which have not been shown to the
participants yet, but the participant thinks it is a repetitive image and hits the space bar to report
it as it is duplicated. This phenomenon is called visual inception [55].
Test set
Sun Mem
LaMem

Rank correlation
no FA
0.59
with FA
0.61
no FA
0.57
with FA
0.64

Table 1.3: MemNet performance. It is shown that considering the false alarm rate will improve the performance.

In recent work, Fajtl et al. [27] have presented a deep neural network with a visual attention [12] mechanism along with a residual network [36] to have a better prediction of memorability of the images. Prior to that, visual attention found applications in image capture
generations [98]. This model is called AMNet and is trained on LaMem dataset. In this work,
they used a pre-trained ResNet50 [36] on ImageNet, as a feature extractor for different regions
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of the image. The image features extracted by the ResNet [36] is a tensor with (W, H, D) dimension. D denotes the length of the feature vectors and W and H represent the resolution.
Consequently, there will be W × H feature vectors with length D for each image. These feature
vectors represent different regions of the image. In their work, W and H are selected as 14
and D is 1024. AMNet will iteratively produce the attention maps corresponding to different
regions of the image correlated with the memorability score of the image. After three iterations
of LSTM [32], the memorability score will be calculated. AMNet was able to reach a 0.677
correlation score over five test splits of the LaMem dataset.
In another approach, Jing et al. [47] by using transfer learning has provided a different approach called Multi-view Transfer Learning from External Sources (MTLES) to predict image
memorability score. The idea is to train a regression model to be able to predict memorability scores based on low-level feature representations and high-level image attributes. MTLES
leverages external sources to improve the performance of low-level features prediction. The
loss function is consist of four terms, which can be written as follow:
min

wi ,Hi ,δi

F (Hi ) + γG (wi , Hi ) + λL (wi , Hi , δi ) + φR (wi , Hi , δi )

(1.2)

where F (Hi ) denotes for weak learning loss based on the external sources, G (wi , Hi ) is
the loss of the regressor, L (wi , Hi , δi ) represents multi-view consistency constraint loss and
R (wi , Hi , δi ) is used for regularization.
Squalli-Houssaini et al. [94] exploited semantic features related to image captioning in
addition to visual features to predict memorability scores. They attempted to find the best
features that can be employed for memorability predictions. In order to acquire the visual
features, they got the representations of a VGG16[92] network pretrained on the ImageNet
dataset. They combined the visual features with the semantic features emanated from an image
captioning system [58] and trained a regression model based on the merged features to predict
the memorability scores.
DeepNS [71] is another similar model which is trained to predict the memorability of outdoor natural scene images. DeepNSM combines deep features which are useful for memorability prediction with category-related features to predict the outdoor natural scene memorability
with higher consistency. Lu et al. first fine-tuned MemNet on the LNSIM database [71] to
reach a base model for predicting natural outdoor. Then they fine-tuned a ResNet model which
was pre-trained on Imagenet [83] with 33,000 outdoor natural scene images chosen from the
Places [105] database. Eventually, they fine-tuned the ResNet model on their own LNSIM
database with the scenes category labels. After reaching a model for scene category classification, they employed both representations from the base model and the category-related
features from the ResNet model to predict the memorability scores. These two representations
were combined and a new fully-connected layer was added for memorability prediction. In
one of the most recent works, Needell and Bainbridge [75] combined Alexnet features with
ResNet-152 fully connected features followed by three other fully connected layers to predict
the memorability score. They trained their model on the LaMem dataset and were able to reach
0.67 consistency.
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1.2.3

Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) were introduced by Goodfellow et. al in 2014 and
since then have found various applications both in research and industry. They can be helpful in generating new samples for a dataset, doing image-to-image translation, text-to-image
translation, semantic-image-to-photo translation, photograph editing, super-resolution, clothing translation, video prediction, 3D object generation, audio generation, and more. Generally,
these networks are composed of two parts; a generative and a discriminative network. The
goal of the generative network is to generate real-looking images to fool the discriminator
and the goal of the discriminator is to learn to distinguish generated images from real images.
These two networks are optimized through a minimax game where both sides compete to reach
their specified goals. Therefore, both discriminator and generator networks get more powerful simultaneously. Equation 1.3 reveals this minimax game value function which should be
optimized during training.
min max V (D, G) = E x∼pdata (x) [log D (x)] + Ez∼pz (z) [log(1 − D (G (z))]
G

D

(1.3)

Where D is the discriminator network and G represents the generator network. In other
words, the generator learn to minimize Ez∼pz (z) [log(1 − D (G (z))], and the discriminator learns
to maximize E x∼pdata (x) [log D (x)] + Ez∼pz (z) [log(1 − D (G (z))]. The generator receives a random
latent vector from a normal or uniform distribution which has been shown with pz (z). Figure 1.4
depicts the GANs training framework.

Training set

Real sample
Discriminator

Value
function

Generator
𝒛

Generated
sample
Back tracking

Figure 1.4: GAN framework.
Generative adversarial networks have shown outstanding performance in generating reallooking face images which are impossible for a human being to detect they are not real. In the
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following section, we will talk about three of the most famous GANs for face generation.
DCGAN [80] is one of the earliest models which was introduced in 2015 for generating
face images. The generator is consist of four convolutional layers, it receives a 100-dimensional
random vector from a uniform distribution and maps it to a 64 × 64 pixel image in three channels. Except for the last convolutional layer, all other convolutional layers are followed by a
batch normalization layer [43]. Interestingly, DCGAN does not include any pooling or fully
connected layer. Similar to the generator, the discriminator does not contain any pooling or
fully connected layers. It is consist of five convolutional layers and maps the 64 × 64 input
image to a single value. It should be noted that the quality of the faces generated by DCGAN
is very low in comparison to ProGAN and StyleGAN.
Traditionally, GANs were only able to generate small-size images. The problem is that
when the size of the image increases, the generator should learn how to produce large structures and fine details. Increasing the size of the image, complicates the role of the generator
and simplifies the task of the discriminator because, with a high-resolution image, the discriminator would be able to easily detect whether the image is real or not unless the generator
outputs high-resolution realistic images. Moreover, producing a high-resolution image needs
more computational power and the training procedure will take much longer time. Therefore
generating high-resolution images forces using smaller mini-batches that will lead to training
instability. To solve this problem, ProGAN [50] suggests progressively increasing the number
of layers during training. At the beginning of the training phase, both generator and discriminator have low-resolution 4 × 4 pixels. Then it will generate higher resolution images with the
previously generated image and it will increase the resolution of the images progressively. In
the training phase, for increasing the resolution at each step a new convolutional layer will be
added to both generator and the discriminator. In the end, the generator will be able to generate
realistic-looking high-resolution 1024 × 1024 images.
Although ProGAN is capable of generating high-resolution realistic images, it suffers from
a lack of control over the style and the generated image. StyleGAN [51] has modified the
generator of ProGAN to enable the scale-specific control on the synthesized images. The
baseline of StyleGAN is still ProGAN but despite it, the generator does not receive a random
latent vector from latent space as an input. The generator is made from two networks; mapping
and synthesis network. The mapping network is consist of 8 fully connected layers and maps
the input to an intermediate latent space W. This style vector will be added to each level of
the generator through an adaptive instance normalization layer. The synthesis network is made
from 9 levels and 18 convolutional layers (2 convolutional for each resolution from 4 × 4,
8 × 8, to 1024 × 1024). Low-level styles (pose, face shape) will be added to the first levels of
the synthesis network of the generator and the high-level attributes (like the color of the eyes)
will be added to the last layers of the synthesis network. Moreover, a stochastic variation is
added as noise through each level of the synthesis network. These are uncorrelated Gaussian
noises that increase the variations of the details for each image. StyleGAN despite ProGAN,
leverages bilinear sampling instead of nearest-neighbour up/downsampling. StyleGAN learns
to generate realistic-looking images even better than ProGAN with higher Frechet Inception
Distance (FID) [38] score. Figure 1.5 shows two sample faces that are generated by StyleGAN
trained on the FFHQ [51] dataset.
StyleGAN would be able to automatically learn unsupervised separation of high-level and
low-level attributes of the images. Moreover, it provides a better disentanglement of face at-
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Figure 1.5: Sample faces generated by StyleGAN1.

tributes from the intermediate latent vector. We can learn different attributes of the face in the
intermediate latent space and use them for photo editing. Age, smile, and gender are some examples of these attributes. We have shown face modification with these attributes in Figure 1.6.
It should be noted that smile and age are continuous attributes but gender is a binary attribute.
It has been shown in Figure 1.6 that when we attempt to increase the masculinity of the man,
he will get bald.
StyleGAN produces high-resolution realistic images, however, it has been investigated that
its generated images are suffering from an artifact. This is a blob-shaped artifact that looks
like water droplets. In some images the artifact is evident, and in some images, it is not, but
it is always there and exists. This artifact arises around 64 × 64 resolution and stays there and
progressively becomes stronger for the higher resolutions too. Karras et al. [52] have been analyzed that the source of this artifact is the adaptive instance normalization operation (AdaIN),
which normalizes the mean and the variance of the feature maps individually. StyleGAN2
solves this problem by weight demodulation technique which attempts to do normalization
based on the expected statistics of the feature maps without explicit forcing. Also, they have
shown that moving the addition of the bias and the noise outside of the active area of a style
will result in improvement in the quality of the images. In addition to the blob-shaped anomalies, there exist a second artifact that the generated images have strong location preferences
for eyes and noses. This artifact reduces the realness of the faces where the location of the
eyes and the nose tells us the image is not real. They believe the reason behind this artifact
is the progressive growth of the image resolution. To overcome this problem. StyleGAN2
proposes utilizing skip connections [49, 82], residual networks [36, 33, 74], and hierarchical
methods [22, 103], and the generator is revised based on the idea of MSG-GAN [49] which
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Figure 1.6: Modifying face attributes by StyleGAN1. The middle column are the original
images. Then age, smile and gender vectors are used for style transferring.
leverages multiple skip connections to connect the matching resolutions of the generator and
discriminator. All these changes result in better realness and FID score for the images generated by StyleGAN2. Moreover, StyleGAN2 will offer better style mixing which is crucial for
our method for memorability modifications. Figure 1.7 shows two sample faces generated by
StyleGAN2.
StyleGAN2 makes it easier and shows a better result in image style transfer. You can do
simple arithmetic operations in the latent space which will result in smooth modifications in
the output image. This idea can be found in other fields too. Mikolov et al. [73] showed simple
operations in the space of word representations will lead to rich transformations. For instance,
subtracting the representation of “Woman” from the representation of “Queen” and adding the
representation of “Man” to it, will generate the word “King”. In the latent space of StyleGAN2,
we can do simple operations like adding the latent vectors of two different faces that will result
in transferring the style between those two images. Figure 1.8 depicts how the simple addition
of the latent vectors of two different faces will generate a new face from the two initial faces. It
is shown that the eyes and hairs change. The smile on the new face is in some what the average
of two smiles.
In this thesis, we utilized StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2 to generate synthesized faces and
take their memorability scores in order to expand our dataset of faces labeled with their corresponding memorability scores. These models we trained in the FFHQ dataset, learned to
generate real-looking faces. Furthermore, StyleGANs can be trained on a different dataset.
In addition to generating faces, we utilized StyleGAN2 trained on LSUN [101] cats, horses,
churches, and car datasets. You can see some samples of generated images within these cate-
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Figure 1.7: Sample faces generated by StyleGAN2.
gories in figure 1.9.
BigGAN [10] is a network that trains on class-conditional images like the ImageNet dataset
and learns to generate high-resolution images within different classes. Not only do the generated images have a high resolution, but they also have high fidelity and look realistic too.
BigGAN attempts to increase the batch size and number of model parameters to improve the
resolution and the quality of the generated images. BigGAN exploits Self-Attention GAN
(SAGAN) [102] module for either generator and the discriminator and trains them by minimizing the hinge loss. Furthermore, the generator network uses class label information through
class-conditional batch normalization referred to as conditional instance normalization [26].
BigGAN discriminator uses class label information via projection. The integer label of classes
embeds into a 128 dimension shared vector. Brock et al. showed this will enhance the training
speed by 37%. During the training phase, spectral weight normalization [74] is used for the
generator weights and the discriminator weights get updated twice before updating the generator weights at each iteration. We generated some images by BigGAN to show the generality
of our method for memorability modification. BigGAN is trained on ImageNet and offers a
huge variation for image generation and is capable of generating images within 1000 different
classes of ImageNet. Figure 1.10 shows some sample images generated by BigGAN.

1.2.4

Memorability modification

We discussed that memorability is an intrinsic feature of each image that can be predicted from
the image features. The next question that arises is can we modify images to modify their
memorability scores? While image memorability modification has many potential applications
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Figure 1.8: Mixing styles of two faces using StyleGAN2. The average of the latent vectors of
the first and second image is used to generate the new face.
(e.g. in education or advertisement), it has not been adequately investigated.
Khosla et al. [53] proposed a pioneering method for changing face memorability. It leverages Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [16] to represent faces by their shape and appearance with the motivation of having a low-dimensional representation of different faces. Subsequently, we can reproduce the faces by these low-dimensional representations. The goal is to
find to modify faces’ memorability scores while maintaining the identity and other attributes
such as age, gender, and emotions. Then the loss function was defined based on the cost of
modifying identity, modifying facial attributes, and memorability. As a result, in their method,
the identity was fixed. The following formula denotes the optimization objective:
min Cid (x) + λCmem (x) + γCattr (x)
x

(1.4)

where x is the low-dimensional representation of the faces bases on facial landmark annotations in the AAMs format.
In another approach, Siarohin et al. [90] utilized style transfer to increase the memorability
of an input image. Their framework is consist of a synthesizer, scorer, and selector. The synthesizer receives an input generic image and a style seed image as input and outputs a stylized
image. They used 100 abstract paintings from the DeviantArt database [85] as seed images.
The duty of the scorer is to predict the memorability scores of the synthesized images, hence
they took MemNet as the scorer. After labeling the synthesized images with their memorability scores, they train the core part of their framework which is the selector. After training the
selector, the selector will learn how much a seed image modifies the memorability score of an
input image. Therefore, after training the selector, in the test phase, it can be used to select
which seed can increase the memorability score of the input image most. However, the added
style adversely affected the realness of the modified images, such that it barely could be used in
real-world applications. Moreover, it is only limited to the 100 style seed images. Figure 1.11
depicts the framework of this model for memorability modification.
Sidorov [91] finetuned AMNet [27] on the 10k US Adult Faces database [4] to acquire a
model for face memorability prediction. In order to increase the annotated face memorability
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Figure 1.9: Sample non-face images generated by StyleGAN2. pre-trained StyleGAN2 on
LSUN [101] cats, horses, churches, and car datasets are used to generate these images.
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Figure 1.10: Sample images generated by BigGAN. 512 × 512 BigGAN-deep architecture is
used for generating these images.
dataset, he used the finetuned AMNet to predict the memorability scores of the CelebA [69]
dataset. In the next step, they divided these faces into three categories low, medium, and high
memorable. Next, this new dataset was used for training various generative algorithms. In
their experiment, they trained VAE/GAN [61], StarGAN [13], and AttGAN [37]. The first
two generators did not perform well in generating new faces within different categories of
memorability but AttGAN achieved satisfactory output in terms of quality and realness. This
work was only limited to the CelebA faces and can only modify memorability within three
levels of memorability.
GANs have found applications in various fields. Goetschalckx et al. [29] proposed a systematic way called GANalyze based on GANs to modify image memorability continuously.
The idea of GANalyze is to modify the latent vector of the images in a way to change the
images’ memorability scores. GANalyze network is consist of three main components. Transformer, generator, and assessor. GANalyze utilizes the generator of BigGAN for generating
images. This generator is trained on the ImageNet dataset and is capable of creating object
and scene images within the categories of ImageNet. GANalyze’s framework can be found in
Figure 1.12.
In this framework, the transformer is just a linear function that moves a latent vector along
a specific direction. It can be written as follow:
T θ (z, α) = z + αθ

(1.5)

Where α is the amount of memorability change that we want to have for an image. For
training the network, the idea is to minimize the MSE loss between the target memorability
scores and the memorability score of the newly modified image after moving its latent vector
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Figure 1.11: Overview of Siarohin et al. [90] method for modifying memorability. During
the training phase, new synthesized images were generated based on the seed style images and
the original images. Next, the scorer labels the synthesized the images by their memorability
scores.
along theta. This loss can be expressed as:
L (θ) = Ez,y,α [(A (G (T θ (z, α), y)) − (A (G (z, y)) + α))2 ]

(1.6)

Where y is the class label of the generated image. For training the network, they randomly
sampled 400k latent vectors from a standard normal distribution, and for each latent vector, an
α value is sampled from a uniform distribution in the range [-0.5,0.5]. Each α indicates the
target memorability change for its corresponding latent vector. After training, the optimized
value of θ will be found and this theta can be used for memorability modification. You can
observe some of its results in Figure 1.13.

1.3

Conclusion

In this chapter, the aim was to introduce image memorability and explain how ground-truth
memorability scores of different images are computed. We talked about different characteristics
of image memorability and discussed memorability is an intrinsic attribute of each image.
Therefore it can get predicted by deep neural networks. This chapter has investigated the
recent deep neural network models which have been introduced for memorability prediction.
Next, we discussed how the memorability score of an image can be modified. We talked about
multiple works that aimed to modify memorability scores and talked about their limitations.
A review of GANs and their applications were also presented as our method for memorability
modification relies on these generative models.
In this thesis our contributions are the following as we go over them in the following chapters:
• We introduced new models for predicting memorability of object and scene images.
These models are trained on LaMem dataset.
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Figure 1.12: GANalyze framework. During the training phase, the optimum direction for
memorability modification is found. Next for memorability modification, the latent vector
of the image is moved along the founded direction with a weight (alpha). The BigGAN’s
generator produces the new images based on the modified latent vector. The assessor in this
framework is MemNet and is used to predict the memorability score of the generated images,
• We first showed the existing memorability models do not perform well on predicting the
memorability of face images. Therefore we proposed seven new models for predicting
face memorability. To our knowledge, there is no publicly available face memorability predictor and these models can be used for further research and work. The models
are pre-trained for face recognition tasks and then we fine-tuned them for memorability
prediction.
• We demonstrated although these models are trained on a set of oval-shaped faces, they
can also be used for predicting the memorability of square-shaped faces.
• Using the latent space of GAN, we introduced a novel method for memorability modification of faces. We showed our method does modify the memorability scores by conducting multiple experiments. Furthermore, we showed these modifications do not affect
the realness of the faces and the generated faces still do look real.
• We applied our method to real faces and proposed the first method which is successful
in modifying the memorability of real faces without affecting the realness of the face.
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Figure 1.13: Sample images after memorability modification by the GANalyze framework. Top left numbers are the memorability scores. The middle column depicts original
generated images and the other columns show memorability modified images with α = [-0.2,0.1,0.1,0.2]. It is shown that the images get zoomed-in with increasing memorability and get
zoomed-out with decreasing memorability.

Chapter 2
Predicting Memorability
2.1

Overview

In the previous chapter, we talked about memorability and explained what is the memorability
of an image. We pointed out many research have shown memorability is an intrinsic feature of
an image. Therefore, as it is an intrinsic feature, it can be computed from the image itself.
In this chapter, we proposed several models for memorability predictions. These models are
based on the state-of-the-art deep models and are trained on memorability datasets for image
memorability prediction. We will talk about the three most famous memorability datasets.
These models can be used for further studies on memorability and we utilized them in chapter
3 in our proposed method for memorability modifications.

2.2
2.2.1

Background and Related Works
Image classification

When we observe an image, we instantly can recognize the objects in the image. Although it
is a simple task for us, it is not very simple for a computer to understand the objects within the
image. In general, an image may include multiple objects in different locations of the image. It
will require object localization, object recognition, and classification to find the objects. This
computer vision task has a variety of applications in real life such as autonomous driving. The
autonomous driving system should be capable of recognizing different objects in real-time.
YOLO [81] is an algorithm that is used now for real-time object recognition as it is very fast
in comparison to other models. We can simplify this task by only limiting it to single-label
image classification. In this case, images will only consist of one object and that object needs
to be predicted. The ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [83] is
the most famous competition in image classification at a large scale. In this challenge, each
image has a label that denotes the object in that image and the task is to predict the label of
each image. Hence, this challenge is a multi-class classification problem. ImageNet images
have different resolutions and the average resolution is 482 × 415. We will go over two of the
models that are used for image classification in the following paragraphs.
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VGG16
After introducing AlexNet [59] by Krizhevsky et al., researchers understood how convolutional
filters help in image classification. These filters extract informative features from the images
and at the end of the network, those features can be used followed by some fully connected
layers to classify the image. In 2014, a group from Oxford University and Google Deepmind proposed a new architecture that outperformed the previous AlexNet model and won the
ILSCRC in 2014. Their improvement from the previous model was increasing the depth of
the model using very small 3 × 3 convolutional filters. The architecture of this model can be
found in Figure 2.1. The VGG16 architecture consists of 16 weight layers (13 convolutional
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Figure 2.1: VGG16 architecture.
layers and 3 fully connected layers). In addition to the weight layers, this model includes 5
max-pooling layers for spatial pooling. Max pooling windows are 2 × 2 with a stride equal to
2 and the size of the input images are fixed 224 × 224 in 3 RGB channels. After extracting
the generic features by the convolutional layers, three fully connected layers leverage those
features for predicting the class of each image. Furthermore, ReLU activation functions are
used for adding non-linearity to the model. To train this model, the batch size was chosen as
256, dropout and weight decay were utilized for regularization and preventing over-fitting.
InceptionResNet
Szegedy et al. [96] introduced inception networks in 2015. These architectures are designed
to use computational resources as efficiently as possible by factorizing convolutions and using
aggressive regularization. In order to improve the performance and accuracy, these models
are leveraging various layers and tend to be very deep. On the other hand, He et al. [36]
introduced residual connections. This idea was proposed to solve another limitation of deep
neural networks that are called vanishing/exploding gradients. This problem arises when the
computed gradients of activation layers are small. These small derivatives will back-propagate
to the earlier layers by multiplying to each other and the gradients will get smaller exponentially
with the depth of the network. This problem is called vanishing gradient as the gradient of the
earlier layers will go to zero and vanish. The same thing can happen when the computed
gradients are very large, in that case, the computed gradients of the earlier layers will go to
infinity which will cause exploding gradient problem. Residual connections propose a solution
to this problem by introducing residual blocks and skip connections via identity mapping. It
will solve the exploding/vanishing gradient problem by directly connecting the input of the
previous layer to the output of the current layer.
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Szegedy et al. [95] leveraged both ResNet and Inception ideas and proposed a new Network (and its variations) called Inception-ResNet. Figure 2.2 depicts the architecture of the
InceptionResNet-v2 model. This model consists of 164 deep layers with an input size of
299 × 299 images in three RGB channels.
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Figure 2.2: InceptionResNetv2 architecture.
Table 2.1 compares the performance of the aforementioned models on the image classification task on the ImageNet dataset.
Top-1 Error (%) Top-5 Error (%)
Network
VGG16
25.5
8.0
Inception-v3
21.2
5.6
Inception-ResNet-v1
21.3
5.5
Inception-v4
20.0
5.0
Inception-ResNet-v2
19.9
4.9
Table 2.1: Reported performance of the aforementioned models on ImageNet dataset.

2.2.2

Face recognition

Identifying different people is a very simple task for us. We will identify members of our
families and friends or celebrities with a glimpse. However, it is not as straightforward for
computers. Face recognition is a computer vision task that is about identifying and verifying
people from face images. In general, face recognition can be categorized into two categories
of face verification and face identification. Face verification is a one-to-one mapping task that
identifies a face image against an identity. For example, we show a face image of Alice to the
computer and ask whether the identity of the face image is Alice or not. The difficulty of this
task arises when the face image can be in different poses, with various facial emotions. Despite
face verification, face identification is a one-to-many mapping task where the task is to find the
identity of the face image.
VGGFace2 [11] is one of the largest face databases. This dataset consists of 3.31 million
images of 9131 people. After proposing this dataset, Cao et al. [11] trained a ResNet50 [36]
and SEResNet50 (SENet) [41] using this dataset and showed these models achieve state-of-theart performance in face recognition. Prior to these models, Parkhi et al. [79] had introduced
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the VGGFace [79] database and trained a VGG16 [92] network for face identification. This
dataset contains 2.6 million images of over 2.6 k people.
ResNet50
As we mentioned earlier, ResNet was introduced to solve the vanishing/exploding gradient
problem with skip connections and identity blocks. Figure 2.3 shows the architecture of an
identity block. In these network architecture, unlike traditional DCNNs, two paths connects
input to output. One of them is straightforward without including any other block. This is
helpful for overcoming the depth limitation of the networks (such as vanishing or exploding
gradients).

Add

Conv 1x1

Conv 3x3

Conv 1x1

Base

Figure 2.3: Identity block of ResNet model.
The complete architecture of a ResNet50 model can be seen in Figure 2.4. This model is
trained on VGGFace2 [11] for face recognition. That is the reason for containing 8631 output
nodes.
SENet50
Squeeze-and-Excitation blocks were introduced to improve channel interdependencies without
adding any noticeable extra computational cost. These blocks were introduced by Hu et al.
in 2017 and were successful in intensely improving the performance of the previous models.
The idea of these blocks is very simple; they are added to the convolutional blocks in order
to adaptively adjust the weighting of the feature maps. In general, when creating the output
feature maps, the network weighs each channel equally. By introducing an adaptive weighting
mechanism to each channel, SENets intend to change this. It simply adds just one parameter
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Figure 2.4: ResNet50 architecture.
to each channel and delivers it a linear scalar regarding how relevant each one is. Figure 2.5
presents the simple architecture of a Squeeze-and-Excitation block.
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Figure 2.5: Squeeze-and-Excitation block.

2.2.3

Memorability datasets

In this section, we are going to talk about the three largest memorability datasets that we used
in this project to train our models.
LaMem Dataset
LaMem [54] is the largest annotated image memorability dataset available to date, consisting
of 45k train images, 4k validation, and 10k test samples. Isola et al. [54] measured the memorability of images in the LaMem dataset (60000 images) in 665 individuals using an online
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memorability game. In this game, the memorability score for each image was calculated as
the percentage of correct images detected after initial viewing by participants. On average,
each image was scored by 78 participants. You can observe some samples from this dataset in
Figure 1.3. The memorability scores reported in this dataset are the corrected memorability
scores. It means that the false alarm rate has been subtracted from the hit rate. Figure 2.6
shows the distribution of the memorability scores within this dataset. The mean value of the
memorability scores is 0.756 with a standard deviation of 0.124.

Figure 2.6: LaMem memorability scores distribution.

10k US Adult Faces Database
10k US Adult Faces Database [4] is the largest face database annotated with the corresponding memorability scores. Same as the LaMem dataset, these memorability scores are
acquired through a visual memory game experiment. This dataset contains 10,168 natural face
photographs which 2222 of these faces are annotated with memorability scores. Moreover, it
includes computer vision and psychology attributes, and landmark point annotations too. Two
sample faces from this database are shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Two samples from the 10k US Adult Faces Database.
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All the faces in this dataset are oval-shaped with the same height of 256 pixels but variable
widths. Both hit rate and false alarm rate are reported in this dataset. Therefore, one can
consider the false alarm rate to reach the corrected hit rate for training models. This will help
to improve the performance of the models as the false alarm rate acts similar to noise. The mean
values of the memorability scores and the corrected memorability scores are respectively 0.516
and 0.372. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the memorability scores and the corrected
memorability scores are respectively 0.126 and 0.150. The distribution of the hit rate and
corrected hit rate of this dataset has been displayed in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: 10k US Adult Face Database memorability score distribution.

MemCat Datset
Goetschalckx and Wagemans [30] introduced the largest category-based images annotated with
their memorability scores. This is the second largest database for memorability and by offering
category-based images, it can help to investigate the role of different category-based semantics
in memorability. It contains 10k images in 5 categories of animal, food, landscape, sports, and
vehicles; each includes 2k images. The source of these images is ImageNet [21], COCO [67],
SUN [97], and the Open Images Dataset V4 [60]. Moreover, it offers various subcategories
within each category of the images. Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 depict the distribution of the
memorability scores of this database without and with considering the false alarm rate. It can
be seen that the landscapes images have the lowest memorability scores and highest standard
deviation. In these categories, animal and food images have the highest memorability scores.

2.3

Methodology

Here we are aiming to train some deep neural network models to predict the memorability
score of different images. The memorability score of the images can be computed through a
human visual memory game experiment, but it is both expensive and time consuming. That is
the reason we are looking for a model to be able to predict the memorability scores. It has been
shown that different pre-trained deep models can extract valuable and critical features from
images. Hence, we will take a transfer-learning approach here and use pre-trained models and
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Figure 2.9: MemCat memorability scores without considering false alarm rate.

Figure 2.10: MemCat memorability scores with considering false alarm rate.
fine-tune them to predict memorability scores. These representations will help us to train the
models faster and get a better result in predicting memorability.

2.3.1

Training on LaMem

MemNet leverages AlexNet[59] as its backbone where AlexNet showed a great performance
in image classification task in 2012 and it began a revolution in this computer vision task.
MemNet was the first model that employed a deep convolutional neural network for predicting image memorability and it outperformed all of its previous methods that were designed to
predict memorability scores. MemNet achieves 0.64 rank correlation on memorability scores
corrected for false alarms and 0.57 on pure hit rate memorability scores on the LaMem dataset.
VGG16 is a newer model in comparison to AlexNet and achieves 92.7% top-5 test accuracy
on the ImageNet dataset classification while AlexNet achieves 84.6% top-5 test accuracy. As
the performance of VGG16 is higher than AlexNet in the image classification task, we argued
that it will extract better representations from each image. Therefore we proposed MemVGG,
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which is a memorability predicting model employing VGG16 as the backbone. We only substituted the last layer with a single-node layer and removed soft-max, as in here the task is
predicting a single memorability value. Figure 2.11 depicts the architecture of this model.
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Figure 2.11: Architecture of MemVGG
This model consists of thirteen convolutional blocks to extract the features followed by
three fully connected layers to find the output. We fine-tuned a hybrid VGG16 model which
was pre-trained on Places[105] and ImageNet dataset to predict memorability scores on the
LaMem dataset. LaMem is a mixed dataset of different objects and scenes. Therefore, using
a model pre-trained on both ImageNet and Places database will be helpful in finding better
representations with the images. The average performance of this model was 0.63 on 5 test
splits of the LaMem dataset. It does not require any complicated pre-processing steps like the
original MemNet and it is only needed to resize the input image as pre-processing. We used
Euclidean distance as the loss function to train our model and the input size is 224 × 224 in
three RGB channels. It is impossible to train the deep models once with the whole dataset, as
the whole dataset cannot be loaded on the RAM once. Hence, we need to feed the data to the
model in different batches. We set batch size to 64 and used Adam optimizer [57] to optimize
the weights within the model. Moreover, we monitored the validation loss during training and
used reduce on plateau to update the learning rate after non-improving iterations.
Recently Inception models have shown an outstanding performance in different machine
vision tasks like image classification. Moreover, it has been shown that training with residual
connections accelerates the training of Inception networks significantly. Therefore, we decided
to use InceptionResNet[95] as another alternative for image memorability prediction. As we
showed in Table 2.1, InceptionResNetv2 shows a better performance in image classification
task in comparison with the other models. One of the benefits of the InceptionResNetv2 model
is that it is impervious to noisy labels. Another important feature of residual networks is that
they can have very deep architecture while avoiding vanishing/exploding gradient problems.
We used a pre-trained InceptionResNetv2 model from Keras[14] that was pre-trained on ImageNet for image classification. This model is deeper in comparison with the previous two
models. To obtain better performance, we combined the categories from InceptionResNetV2
with VGG16 features to build the IncResMem model (see Figure 2.12). In other words, this
model uses both semantic features of the images and also images categories. Therefore, the
layer before the output layer includes 5096 nodes and the output node will predicts the memorability of images. There are two separated parallel branch in this network. The size of the
input for the VGG16 branch is (224,224) and for the InceptionResnetv2 branch is (299,299).
This model achieved 0.646 rank correlation score on the LaMem dataset. Same as MemVGG,
we leveraged Adam optimzer for finding the optimal weights for IncResMem.
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Figure 2.12: Architecture of IncResMem. The input image goes through two parallel streams
and at last stage, the extracted features are combined to predict the memorability.

2.3.2

Models for predicting face memorability

Models trained on the LaMem dataset cannot perform well in predicting the memorability
scores of the faces images. The reason is that LaMem mostly consists of object and scene
images and does not contain high-quality faces images. Therefore, the face images would be
new to the models and the models won’t be able to predict the face memorability scores. 10K
US Face Database is the largest available dataset for memorability scores of face images and
we leveraged it to train new models. Same as the previous section, we took a transfer learning
approach for training our models by fine-tuning them.
In this study, we present ten models for predicting face memorability in two groups. The
first group consists of three pre-trained computational models that are trained on LaMem. We
introduced these models (MemNet, MemVGG, and IncResMem) in the previous section. We
fine-tuned these models on the 10K US faces dataset for predicting the memorability of faces.
The second group includes seven models that are pre-trained on VGGFace2 dataset[11] and
we fine-tuned them on the 10k US faces dataset to estimate face memorability scores 1 . Since
the memorability dataset for face images is relatively small, the starting point of the training
process is crucially important and we thought that using pre-trained face models will help us in
estimating the face memorability. Moreover, these models are capable of extracting the most
generic features of faces as they are trained on the large VGGFace2 dataset that has large variations in pose, age, illumination, ethnicity, and profession. Therefore, we utilized pre-trained
SENet50 [41], ResNet50 [36], and VGG16 [92] for proposing our models. These seven models include VGG16, ResNet50, SENET50, and all two-by-two (VGG16-ResNet50, VGG16SENet50, ResNet50-SENet50) and three-by-three (VGG16-ResNet50-SENet50) combinations
of the features from these three models. We trained all these proposed models both with memorability scores computed by hit rates and the memorability scores corrected by false alarms.
1

obtained from https://github.com/rcmalli/keras-vggface
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Number o f Hits
Number o f Hits + Number o f Misses
Corrected Hit Rate = Hit Rate − False Alarm Rate
Number o f False Alarms
False Alarm Rate =
Number o f False Alarms + Number o f Correct Re jections
Hit Rate =

where :

Consistent with Khosla et al. [53], we observed when the corrected hit rate scores are used,
all models outperform the case when hit rate scores are used. That is because false alarm rate
introduces noise to memorability scores, therefore, the models perform better when we reduce
the noise by correcting for false alarms.
In order to train the models, we split the 10k US Face Database images into train, validation,
and test split. We used 80 percent of the data as the training samples and used 10 percent of
the data for each of the test and validation splits. Again, Euclidean distance was used as the
loss function and we set the batch size to 64. Moreover, we leveraged Adam optimizer to
train our models. Due to the large false alarm rate in human face images, we trained our
models both with raw memorability scores (computed by hit rate) and corrected memorability
scores (considering false alarm rate). We also tried some simple augmentations on the dataset
and found, the score of the models will slightly increase if we use simple augmentation like
random horizontal flipping (p = 0.5). We observed that this augmentation helps to overcome
the over-fitting problem and also increases the rank correlation score.
Predicting the memorability ranks correctly is the most important aspect of memorability
prediction because, after predictions, a simple linear mapping can be used to correct the memorability scores. Consistent to Khosla et al. [54] we used linear transformation to set the mean
and variance of the predicted memorability samples equal to the train data.

mean(predinew ) = mean[(prediold − mean predicted ) ×

stdtrain
+ meantrain ]
std predicted

stdtrain
] + mean(meantrain )
std predicted
stdtrain
= mean[(prediold − mean predicted )] ×
+ meantrain
std predicted
stdtrain
= (mean predicted − mean predicted ) ×
+ meantrain = meantrain
std predicted
= mean[(prediold − mean predicted ) ×

Equivalently, we can show this similarly for the variances.

2.3.3

Training on MemCat

Next, we showed if we only want to deal with specific categories of images, the rank score
resulting from MemNet is much lower than human consistency. Therefore, we finetuned MemNet according to the categories of MemCat, a database of 10,000 images, and their memorability scores. To do so, we first divided the data in each category to train (80%), test (10%),
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and validation (10%) sets. For each category, we set the lower bound for the post-finetuning
rank score to be equal to the rank score we calculated when we first evaluated MemNet on
each MemCat category. Additionally, we set the upper bound to be equal to rank scores obtained in humans [30]. The upper bound rank scores are as follows: Animals: 0.67, food: 0.59,
landscapes: 0.77, sports: 0.60, and vehicles: 0.64.
Using a transfer learning approach, we used pre-finetuned MemNet weights as the initial
weights and trained the model to optimize model performance on each category of MemCat.
We used Mean-Squared Error (MSE) as our loss function. Our pipeline was set up to optimize
the weights so that the MSE loss would be minimized. To speed up the processing, we used
a batch size of 64 for the training set. For each batch, the model weights were optimized using Adam optimizer and a learning rate of 0.00002 with default β1 and β2 . We chose a small
learning rate since the weights used to initialize the model had already been optimized in a
closely related task, making it highly likely that the optimal weights for our implementations
would be close to the initial weights. Additionally, we used a learning rate scheduler to adjust
the learning rate if a plateau in model performance was detected. To do so, we used ReduceLRonPlateau. More specifically, we evaluated the model performance on the validation set after
each training epoch and adjusted the learning rate if the model was going to perform worse
than the previous epochs. After finetuning was completed, we tested the finetuned model for
each category on that category’s test set.

2.4
2.4.1

Experiments and Results
State-of-the-art memorability models fail to predict face memorability

In the first step, we trained two models, MemVGG and IncResMem on the LaMem dataset.
LaMem mainly consists of object and scene images, therefore we expected that these models
would not be able to predict the memorability scores of face images. After training them on
LaMem, we evaluated their performance by calculating the rank correlation score between
the ground truth memorability scores and the predicted memorability scores. We observed
MemVGG achieves 0.63 rank score and IncResMem achieves an average 0.646 rank score
on five splits of the LaMem test splits. In addition to these two models, we investigated the
original MemNet and saw it achieves a 0.64 rank score.
Next, we examined how well these models can predict memorability of face images. We
observed, as we expected, these models perform poorly in estimating face memorability. The
results of this experiment are presented in Table 2.2. The distribution of the predicted face
memorability scores of the mentioned three models is shown in Figure 2.13. As depicted,
these models clearly fail to predict memorability scores for face images. Hence, for the next
step, we train new models for predicting the memorability of face images.

2.4.2

MemFaceNet: Memorability models for faces

As we demonstrated in the previous section, the models that were trained on the LaMem dataset
did not show acceptable performance on predicting face memorability scores. Therefore, we
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Model
Hit Rate Score
MemNet
-0.013
MemVGG
0.028
InceptionResMem
-0.040

True Hit Rate Score
-0.033
0.114
0.013

Table 2.2: Prediction results obtained by the three proposed Memorability models on 10k
US Faces Database.

Density

Memorability Score Before Fine-Tuning

Memorability Score

Figure 2.13: The distribution of ground truth face memorability scores and predictions of
MemNet, MemVGG and IncResMem. The mean of the predictions are very high and close
to one. The possible reason for this is that these models are trained on LaMem dataset where
the images containing people are more memorable compared to images of objects and scenes.
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proposed ten new models for predicting face memorability in two groups. We trained these
models based on the schema described in the method section. Consistent with Khosla et
al. [53], we observed when the corrected hit rate scores are used, all models outperform the
case when hit rate scores are used. The rank correlation performance of all models is presented
in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4.
Model
FaceMemNet
FaceMemVGG
FaceInceptionResMem

Hit Rate Score
0.424
0.365
0.371

True Hit Rate Score
0.543
0.518
0.525

Table 2.3: Memorability scores of the models pre-trained on LaMem dataset and finetuned on 10k US face database. Fine-tuned MemNet model (FaceMemNet) performed better
than FaceMemVGG and FaceInceptionResMem in predicting face memorability scores.

Model
VGG16
ResNet50
SENet50
ResVGG
SENRes
SENVGG
SENResVGG

Hit Rate Score
0.445
0.433
0.448
0.423
0.452
0.468
0.445

True Hit Rate Score
0.579
0.607
0.601
0.626
0.631
0.605
0.634

Table 2.4: Memorability scores of the models pre-trained on face recognition (on VGGfaces database) and fine-tuned on 10K US face database. The results are close to each
other, however we can observe that SENRes and SENResVGG show better performance in
comparison with other models. Note all these computational models, produce larger Spearman’s rank correlation score when true hit rate scores (corrected scores) are used.
We should add that Human consistency for the 10k US Faces Database is equal to 0.68 and
0.69 respectively when hit rate and corrected hit rate scores are used. SENet and SENVGG
resulted in a higher correlation rank compared to the other models. These models employ
squeeze and excitation blocks which are beneficial in improving the representational power of
the network.
The predicted distribution for all the models is plotted in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15.
Following Khosla et al. [54] used linear transformation to make the mean and variance of the
prediction distribution equal to the mean and variance of the train data. It is trivial that this
linear transformation would not affect the rank correlation.
The most important thing about the distribution plots that should be noticed is that, if the
ground truth and prediction distribution align well together, it does not mean the model has
performed well. It is necessary but it is not sufficient. The rank correlation should be considered
for the evaluation of the model.
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Ground Truth
Predictions

MemNet

Memorability Score

Density

Memorability Score

IncResMem

Memorability Score
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Memorability Score

MemVGG

Hit Rate
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True Hit Rate

Memorability Score

Memorability Score

Figure 2.14: Prediction distributions of the models pre-trained on LaMem and fine-tuned
on 10k US Face Database in comparison with ground truth scores on both hit rate (uncorrected
scores) and true hit rate scores (false alarm corrected scores)

2.4.3

Memorability of oval-shaped and square-shaped faces

The 10K US face dataset contains oval-shaped faces with white background. However, it is
time and resource consuming to convert all the face images with the format of this database,
whenever we want to predict the face memorability score. Therefore, we decided to test our
models on the same set of oval-shaped and square-shaped faces. We utilized StyleGan2 [52]
pretrained on FFHQ dataset [51], to generate 8k high-quality and realistic face images. The
generated faces from the StyleGan2 have 1024×1024 resolution in three channels. We changed
their size in the pre-processing step, and then calculated their memorability scores with all our
models. In order to ovalize these images, we leveraged MTCNN [104] to detect the coordinates
of the faces in the image and then masked an oval on it to make them in format of the 10k
US face database (See Figure 2.16). Table 2.5 shows the Kendall rank correlation [86] and
Spearman’s rank correlation of predicted memorability scores for the oval-shaped and squareshaped images. We observe that except for SenVGG, other models that were pre-trained on
VGGFace2 and then fine-tuned with the 10K US face database, result in higher correlation
scores compared to the models which are first fune-tuned on LaMem, then fine-tuned on the
10K US face database.

2.4.4

Category-based memorability models

In order to evaluate the generality of the MemNet model, we evaluated its performance on
images within the same category, we utilized MemCat, a dataset containing 10000 images
and their memorability scores [30]. MemCat images are categorized into five main cate-
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Ground Truth
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Figure 2.15: Prediction distributions of the models pre-trained on face recognition task
(on VGGFace Database) and fine-tuned on 10k US Face Database in comparison with
ground truth scores on both hit rate and true hit rate scores
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Sample generated face images by StyleGan2

Sample images after ovalizing step

Figure 2.16: Ovalizing step

Assessor
Kendall Tau correlation Spearman’s correlation
MemNet
0.5072
0.6976
MemVGG
0.1948
0.2476
InceptionResNet
0.2681
0.3687
ResNet50
0.3434
0.4933
SENet50
0.4419
0.6217
VGG16
0.4720
0.6562
ResVGG
0.4750
0.6793
SENRes
0.4839
0.6668
SENVGG
0.2400
0.3520
SENResVGG
0.4750
0.6609
Table 2.5: Correlations of memorability scores of square-shaped and oval-shaped faces.
High correlation score suggests the memorability models has performed well on square-shaped
faces too.

gories—namely animals, food, landscapes, sports, and vehicles, as well as many subcategories
within each category.
First, we used MemNet to test the entire MemCat dataset. After accounting for false positives, we observed a rank score of 0.674, similar to the rank score reported by Goetschalckx
and Wagemans [30] after evaluating MemNet on MemCat.
Next, we used MemNet to determine rank scores in each category separately. rank score
correlations were calculated using Spearman’s correlation between the predicted and the true
memorability scores. The results are displayed in Table 2.6. As seen in table 2.6, MemNet performed worse when it was used to predict the memorability of images within the same category,
suggesting that memorability may be driven by different features within each category.
After finetuning MemNet on each category of MemCat separately, we saw an overall increase in rank score correlation in each category. The results are displayed in Table 2.7.
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MemCat Categories Rank Score (Accounting for False Positives)
Animals
0.402
Food
0.314
Landscapes
0.567
Sports
0.441
Vehicles
0.407

Table 2.6: Pre-Finetuning Rank Scores Obtained When Evaluating MemNet on Each
Category of MemCat. These rank scores served as the lower bound during the finetuning
process of MemNet on each MemCat category.
MemCat Categories
Animals
Food
Landscapes
Sports
Vehicles

Rank Score Before FT Rank Score After FT
0.40
0.53
0.31
0.49
0.57
0.65
0.44
0.61
0.41
0.58

Table 2.7: Rank Scores Showcasing MemNet Performance Pre- and Post-Finetuning on
Each Category of MemCat.

2.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, focusing on face images, we showed the existing models used in predicting
image memorability fail to predict face memorability scores. We specifically first evaluated
MemNet [54], which is trained on LaMem [54] dataset. Moreover, we leveraged two other
convolutional neural network model architectures (VGG16 [92] and InceptionResNet [95]),
trained them on the LaMem dataset for prediction of image memorability. These three models showed great performance in predicting the memorability of objects, scenes, and animal
images. Albeit as we expected, they failed to predict the face memorability scores in the 10K
US face dataset. The main reason is that these models are trained on LaMem which is a large
memorability dataset containing images of objects and scenes.
We employed the 10K US Face Database [4] to fine-tune these three models and observed
the rank correlation score significantly increased. In addition to the three mentioned models,
we proposed seven new models for estimating face memorability scores. These seven models
are based on the-state-of-the-art pre-trained face recognition models [11, 92, 36, 41], which we
then fine-tuned them to predict the face memorability. We hypothesized these face recognition
models extract more efficient facial features and will be a better back-bone to fine-tune for predicting face memorability. Further, these models have a simpler pre-processing step compared
to the previous models like MemNet. The backbone of these seven models is VGG16 [92],
SENET50 [41] and ResNet50 [36], which all three of them have shown great performance
in numerous machine learning tasks like face recognition. We observed models pre-trained
on faces, show a better performance in predicting face memorability. This confirms our hypothesis that these models extract features from faces that are more useful for predicting face
memorability.
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At the final step, we aimed to predict and manipulate the memorability of images within
multiple categories. To do so, we first evaluated and fine-tuned MemNet, a hybrid CNN for
memorability prediction, on specific image categories within MemCat. After finetuning, we
observed an increase in rank correlation between predicted and true memorability scores in all
categories. More specifically, finetuning resulted in the largest increase (0.18) in rank correlation in the food category and the smallest increase (0.08) in the landscapes category. While the
increase in rank correlation was subtle, MemNet finetuned on landscapes was able to reach a
rank correlation near human consistency (0.67).
Interestingly, even though MemNet fine-tuned on food images had the highest average increase in rank correlations, the overall rank correlation in this category remained the lowest.
This could be potentially due to cultural differences in food preference, increasing the variability between what is considered memorable in different individuals. For example, rice tends to
be a staple food in Eastern Asian cultures (and therefore more memorable), but its role is often
replaced with bread in European and North American cultures.
The proposed models in this work pave the way for predicting memorability of face images
in new datasets. Acquiring memorability scores for images requires running large-scale visual
memory experiments and crowd-sourcing participants usually on online platforms like Amazon
Mechanical Turk. These experiments are time-consuming and costly. Having these models
will remove this barrier and provide a great opportunity to run future experiments on face
memorability.
In the next chapter, we are going to utilize the models that we trained in this chapter to
modify the memorability scores of different images.

Chapter 3
Memorability Modification
3.1

Overview

In the previous chapter, we showed that deep neural network models can be trained to predict
memorability scores of images. However, for educational, clinical or commercial applications,
it is more useful to develop methods that can modify memorability of images. Although memorability modification can have various applications, just a few works have focused on it. In
this chapter, we will introduce our novel method for face memorability modification. Then we
will show our method is not limited to the face images and can be employed to modify the
memorability of other images as well. We leveraged GANs in our method to generate realistic
images.

3.2

Background and related Works

Recently Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have found various applications in different fields. They are able to generate realistic data, such as face images, scene images, and even
audio clips. Interestingly, they can generate samples with a similar distribution to the samples
that it is trained on. Hence, they can be used to generate various data. An impressive work
called GANGogh (a project based on Wasserstein GANs [33, 3]) has employed GAN to generate artistic paintings, paintings similar to the well-known painter, Vincent Van Gogh’s works.
Generally, GANs consist of two networks: a generator and a discriminator. The goal of the
generator is to generate realistic images, and the goal of the discriminator is to detect whether
the image generated by the generator is real or is synthesized. Therefore, the discriminator is a
binary classifier and its task is easier in comparison to the generator. In the training procedure,
both networks enter a minimax game and are trained simultaneously.
In our work, we applied our method to modify the memorability of both face images and
synthesized face images. For being able to modify the real faces, we needed another step for
inverse mapping of the real images to the GAN’s latent space. The GAN inversion methods
present a way to map a real image that is not generated by the GAN, to the GAN’s latent space.
After acquiring the corresponding latent vector, that latent vector can be fed to the generator to
reproduce the real image.
In this chapter, we propose a new framework based on Generative Adversarial Networks
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(GANs) [31] for modifying face memorability as a facial attribute. Older approaches on modifying face memorability manually used face features [53], such as SIFT [70], HOG2x2 [19],
and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [77]. Recently, GANs have been used to modify the memorability of object images [29, 91]. Goetschalckx et al. [29] leveraged latent vector modification
to change the memorability of the fake objects such as food and animal images generated by
BigGAN [10]. This memorability modification affects several attributes of the image, such as
size, color, and shape. In our work, we aim to modify memorability of face images of real
people while keeping their identity, consequently, their method cannot be used here.
StyleGANs are the state-of-the-art models for generating real-looking faces. Our utilization
of StyleGANs is required to create a dataset of realistic-looking faces. Not only that, for modifying the memorability of real faces, we need StyleGANs to reconstruct real faces with high
accuracy. To date, StyleGANs are the state-of-the-art models in reconstructing real-face images. StyleGANs provide an extended latent space which we leverage to derive a more accurate
memorability hyperplane. Also, the face attributes of StyleGANs are especially disentangled
in comparison to other GANs, which is required to accurately modify faces for memorability
and study the attributes contributing to this. For this, we employed pre-trained StyleGAN1 [51]
and StyleGAN2 [52] on the FFHQ dataset [51] to generate 100k fake faces. Next, we adopted
computational memorability models which we trained on the US 10k Face Database, to predict the memorability of the generated face images and organized them into faces with high or
low memorability. Inspired by Shen et al. [89], we found a hyperplane in latent subspace to
separate the highly-memorable and low-memorable faces. We showed that both latent space
and extended latent space can be used for finding the separating hyperplane. After finding the
hyperplane, we moved the latent vector of each image, in the positive or negative direction of
the normal vector of that hyperplane and changed the distance of the latent vector from the separating hyperplane to manipulate the memorability of that image. We name the normal vector
of this hyperplane, memorability modification vector. With this proposed approach, we could
control the amount of change in memorability by using different weights for the memorability
modification vector. In contrast to the method proposed by Sidorov [91], our method does not
require training another auxiliary network for modifying face memorability and the amount of
change in memorability is controlled by a hyperparameter.
Since different hyperplanes for different facial attributes in StyleGAN latent space [89, 34]
can be found, our method can be used to modify the memorability of the images conditionally. For example, we are able to change the memorability of the face while maintaining the
length of the hair and the existence of eyeglasses. For this, we first find the corresponding
hyperplanes for these attributes, and then leverage projection to those subspaces to have the
desired attributes fixed while changing memorability. StyleGAN produces high quality reallooking images which are near impossible to differentiate from real images. To make sure
our memorability-modified faces still look real, we considered the Frechet Inception Distance
(FID) [38] and Kernel Inception Distance (KID) [7] scores of the generated faces from the
StyleGAN as the baseline. Then by calculating the FID score and KID score of our memorability modified images, we showed that our modified faces still looked real.
For real faces, we first embedded the face images into GAN latent space using Image2Style [1]
and the method provided by Karras et al. [52]. After finding the image latent vector, we modified the real face memorability in the same way previously explained for synthetic faces. Finally, we examined how different layers of extended latent space of StyleGAN affect the image
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of each face and its memorability.

3.2.1

Face Detection

Face detection is an important computer vision task that has various applications. It will help
to find the location of the faces within an image and presents a bounding box for each face.
For example, it can be used to count the number of people in an image. In this work, we
employed it to find the location of the faces. In a step, we needed to convert the GAN-generated
square-shaped faces to oval-shaped faces. Therefore, we needed a face detector to find the
location of the face within each image, apply an oval mask on it and convert it to an ovalshaped image. Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Networks (MTCNN) [104] is one of the
most famous frameworks that is used for face detection and face alignment that we utilized in
our work.
MTCNN is basically composed of three stages. Using a shallow CNN, it can quickly
prepare candidate windows in the first stage (See Figure 3.1). A more sophisticated CNN is
employed in the second stage to refine the proposed candidate windows (See Figure 3.2). A
third, more complex CNN is used in the final step of the process to refine the results further
and output landmark positions (See Figure 3.3).
The idea of MTCNN is to first resize the image into different scales and make an image
pyramid, then apply the three-staged cascaded network on it.

Conv 3 × 3

Conv 3 × 3

Max-Pool 3 × 3
Conv 3 × 3

Input

•
•

•

Face classification
Bounding box
regression
Facial landmark
localization

Figure 3.1: P-Net. The first stage of MTCNN (The proposal network).
The first stage of the cascaded network is the proposal network. This network is a fully
convolutional network that is only composed of convolutional layers. This network will output
candidate windows with their bounding box regression vectors.
After applying P-Net, the acquired candidates will be fed to the second network which
is the refining network. In contrast to the proposal network, this network included a fully
connected layer at the end. The Refining network will decrease the number of candidates by
merging overlapping candidates and doing calibration with bounding box regression. MTCNN
leverages non-maximum suppressions [40] for merging the overlapping candidates.
Output network is the last stage of the three-staged cascaded network. The architecture of
the O-Net is similar to R-Net and will output the final result. The output network will describe
the face in detail and will find the five facial landmark localization, including left eye, right
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Figure 3.2: R-Net. The second stage of MTCNN (The refine network).
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Figure 3.3: O-Net. The third stage of MTCNN (The output network).
eye, nose, left mouth corner, and right mouth corner. Hence, ylandmark
∈ R10 . In addition to
i
landmark
box
yi
, yi denotes the four coordinates of the face including left top, height and the width
of the face. Therefore ybox
∈ R4 . In the training phase of the MTCNN, we will deal with three
i
problems.
The first problem is the classification problem which will indicate whether there exists a
face within the image or not. This is a simple binary classification problem, therefore a crossentropy will be used for optimization. Equation 3.1, denotes this loss function.
det
Lidet = −(ydet
i log (pi ) + (1 − yi ) (1 − log (pi )))

(3.1)

Where ydet
i ∈ {0, 1} is the ground truth of the existence or not existence of a face within the
image.
The other two tasks are regression tasks and a Euclidean loss will be employed for training
the model based on minimizing the loss. Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3, demonstrate these two
losses.
2
Libox = ||ŷbox
− ybox
i
i ||2

(3.2)

Lilandmark = ||ŷlandmark
− ylandmark
||22
i
i

(3.3)
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Finally, the optimal weights for the networks will be acquired through multi-source training
by minimizing the three aforementioned loss functions.
Figure 3.4 shows an example of the usage of the MTCNN network. We have plotted the
bounding box with an orange rectangle and showed the five landmarks with red dots.

Figure 3.4: A face detection example with MTCNN. The bounding box is depicted with an
orange rectangle. The five facial landmarks are shown with red dots.

3.2.2

Inverse Mapping of GANs

A number of applications have been found for inverse mapping of generative adversarial networks, particularly in image and audio editing. Generator networks produce data based on a
random latent vector that is sampled from a distribution. The purpose of inverse mapping is to
find the latent vector related to a real image so that the GAN generator can reproduce that image. Generally, GAN inversion methods can be categorized into two categories: encoder-based
methods [24, 72] and optimization-based methods [1, 18, 68, 107]. In this work, we leveraged
Image2Style [1] and the methods that is introduced by Karras et al.[52] to project the real faces
into the latent spaces of StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2.
Image2style [1] is a method for embedding a given image into the latent space of StyleGAN efficiently. This method is an optimization-based algorithm that reaches the optimum
latent vector via minimizing a loss function. The loss function that is used by Image2Style
is composed of two parts: perceptual loss [48, 25] and pixel loss. Basically, the pixel loss
will track the low-level similarity between two images. However, perceptual loss utilizes the
features extracted by a pre-trained VGG neural network to monitor the high-level similarity
between two images.
Optimization-based inverse mapping algorithms start with a random latent vector and optimize the latent vector by minimizing the loss function through various iterations. Abdal et
al. [1] investigated two different schemes for initializing the latent vector. They compared initializing with a random latent vector sampled from a uniform distribution or initializing with
the mean latent vector. They observed that the optimized w∗ is closer to the mean latent vector
w̄. Therefore, initializing with w̄ will help the algorithm to converge faster.

3.2. Background and related Works
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The loss function that is used to find the optimized latent vector is a weighted combination
of the VGG16 perceptual loss [48] and the pixel loss:
λmse
||G (w) − I||22
(3.4)
w
N
Where G is the generator of the StyleGAN, I ∈ R n×n×3 is the input image, and N is the
number of scalars in the image (N = n × n × 3). The perceptual loss is a weighted sum of
four MSE losses that come from four conv1 1, conv1 2, conv3 2, and conv4 2 layers of a
pre-trained VGG16.
Figure 3.5 depicts how this method helps in recovering the extended latent vector of the
original image.
w∗ = min L percept (G (w), I) +

Original image

Recovered image

Figure 3.5: Sample original image and the recovered image.
Figure 3.6 shows how fast the reconstruction loss decreases and converges for the sample
image. In addition to the loss, we showed the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [39] of the
reconstructed image that is a metric for the image quality.

3.2.3

Realness of the modified images

The aim of our study was to modify various images to change their memorability scores. Thus,
one of the major questions is whether the modified image will still be realistic and of high
quality?
The Fréchet inception distance (FID) [38] is a metric for assessing the quality of the GANgenerated images. The FID compares the distribution of generated images with the distribution
of real images used to train the generator, as opposed to the earlier Inception Score (IS) [84],
which evaluated only the distribution of generated images.
Generally, FID is used to compute the distance between two multivariate normal distributions. The FID for two univariate normal distributions is computed as follow:
d (X, Y) = (µX − µY )2 + (σX − σY )2

(3.5)
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Figure 3.6: Loss values vs. number of optimization steps.

where µ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the normal distributions. Therefore, the inception score cannot compare the synthesized images with the real images.
For assessing the quality of the GAN-generated images, FID is the squared Wasserstein [23]
distance between two multivariate normal distributions. It leverages the distributions of both
synthesized and real images’ representations. Similar to the inception score, FID utilizes the
representations from the pre-trained inception v3 [95] model trained on ImageNet [83]. Specifically, the last pooling layer prior to the output classification is used to extract the features of an
image. These activations will be summarized as a multivariate normal distribution, then used
for calculating the FID score.
Finally the FID score can be calculated as follow:

FID = ||µ − µw ||22 = tr(Σ + Σw − 2 (Σ1/2 Σw Σ1/2 )1/2 )

(3.6)

Where N (µ, Σ) is the normal distribution of the inception activations of the GAN-generated
images. Similarly, N (µw , Σw ) represents for the normal distribution of the inception activations
of the real images. Furthermore, µ and Σ denote the mean and variance of the distribution.
It can be seen that instead of comparing the real images and the generated images pixel by
pixel, FID compares some deep features of the images that represent higher-level features.
Kernel Inception Distance (KID) is another metric that is used for assessing the quality
of the GAN-generated images. KID score is computed by calculating the Maximum Mean
Discrepancy (MMD) between the inception features. In contrast to FID, KID does not assume
a prior parametric distribution for the representations. KID leverages a cubic polynomial kernel
k (x, y) = ( d1 xT y + 1)3 where d is the inception representation dimension. Therefore, in addition
to the mean and variance, it will compare the skewness as well.

3.3. Our Methodology

3.3
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The overview of our proposed method is depicted schematically in Figure 3.7. Below we
explain the approach step by step.

Face
Memorability
Assessor

Face
Generator

Dividing the faces to
high-memorable and
low-memorable
groups
0 1 1 … 0 1

𝒛

Fake Face Real Face

Embedding in
StyleGan latent space

High-memorable faces

low-memorable faces
Finding the separating hyperplane and 𝑤 ∗

Generated Face Images

Gan
Inversion

𝑤∗
or
𝑧∗

- 𝛼+
𝑤 = 𝑤 + 𝛼. 𝑤 ∗
or
𝑧 = 𝑤 + 𝛼. 𝑧 ∗
Modifying the latent
vector of the image

Face
Generator

Real or fake image
Modified image

Figure 3.7: The proposed method for face memorability modification. We first generate 100k synthesized face images from random latent vectors and predict their memorability
scores by a face memorability assessor network. Then, divide them into high-memorable and
low-memorable faces. Using either latent vector or extended latent vector subspace we find
a memorability separating hyperplane in that subspace. The second row shows the proposed
framework for modifying the memorability score of face images. Using a GAN inversion technique we first map faces to StyleGAN’s latent space. Then modify the face memorability by
moving the latent vector (or extended latent vector) towards negative or positive direction of
memorability discriminating hyperplane obtained in previous step. The modified latent vector (or extended latent vector) is fed to the GAN to generate the face image with modified
memorability. It is optional to ovalize the face images before feeding to the assessor.
StyleGANs are the state of the art models for generating realistic-looking face images.
On the other hand, as we discussed earlier US 10k Face Database [53] is a relatively small
dataset that only contains 2222 annotated face images. Therefore, we leveraged StyleGAN to
generate a larger dataset for memorability. The second important reason for this decision is
that we are looking for an automatic way to edit face images to control their corresponding
memorability scores and StyleGAN provides a disentangles latent space that is highly famous
for photo editing [89]. Moreover, by generating the synthesized faces by ourselves, we would
have access to the corresponding latent vector of each face and we would not need to have
another step to embed all the images into the latent space of the StyleGAN which is a highly
time-consuming task for 100k images.

3.3.1

Creating the dataset

The training dataset is one of the most important elements in any machine learning task. For
the purpose of analyzing the latent vectors of the GANs and their relation to memorability,
we need a large dataset of face images with their memorability scores. The largest dataset
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available for face images is the 10k US Adult Faces Database [4]. This database contains
10,168 natural human face images and 2,222 of these images are annotated with memorability
scores. To create a larger dataset for face images with their corresponding memorability scores,
we leveraged StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2, which are the state-of-the-art models for creating
realistic-looking face images. These models were pre-trained on the FFHQ dataset [51] which
consists of 70,000 high-quality face images with 1024 × 1024 resolution with variations in
age, gender, and glasses. We created two different datasets with StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2.
We randomly sampled 100k z ∈ R1×512 from a standard normal distribution with truncation
to produce high-quality synthetic face images and saved their mappings in the extended latent
space (R18×512 ) of both GANs.

3.3.2

Preprocessing step

The generated images from the StyleGAN have 1024 × 1024 resolution in three channels.
For the purpose of acquiring the memorability of the generated images, we had to preprocess
them to predict their memorability with the computational memorability predicting models
(assessor). We leveraged VGG16 [92], ResNet50 [36], and SENet50 [41] that are pre-trained
on VGGFace2 [11] and fine-tuned them on the US 10k Face Database to correctly estimate
face memorability scores. This dataset consists of oval-shaped human faces with white backgrounds. 10k US Adult Face images have the same height of 256 with different widths. Hence,
we had to first ovalize the generated faces, then compute their memorability scores. We used
MTCNN [104] for detecting the face in the generated images and masked an oval on it to make
all the images similar to the US 10k Face Database (See Figure 3.8).

Sample From 10k US Adult Face

Sample generated image

Generated image after ovalizing step

Figure 3.8: Preprocessing step. Making the shape of the synthesized images similar to the
dataset that the assessor is trained on.

3.3.3

Predicting the memorability scores

As explained in previous section, memorability assessors are trained on 10K US face database
which is consist of ovalized faces. We leveraged FaceMemNet models [100] (proposed in
chapter 2) to predict the face memorability scores. We calculated the memorability of both
the oval-shaped and square-shaped faces generated from StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2. The
distributions of the memorability scores using SENet with oval and squared faces are shown in
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Figure 3.9. As can be seen, the memorability distributions are very similar for oval and square
faces. The benefit of using square-shaped faces is that we can have more control on the hair of
the person.

(a) StyleGan1 (oval)

(b) StyleGan1 (square)

(c) StyleGan2 (oval)

(d) StyleGan2 (square)

Figure 3.9: Distributions of the memorability scores of the generated images of StyleGan1 and
StyleGan2 based on using an ovalization step or not.

3.3.4

Finding the separating hyperplane

Next we aimed to find a hyperplane to separate the highly-memorable and low-memorable
images. First, we needed to label the faces into highly-memorable and low-memorable faces.
For this, we used the mean of memorability scores as a threshold. We labeled an image as
highly or low memorable if its memorability score was higher or lower than the mean. In
our experiments, we also tried using median of the memorability scores as the threshold for
labeling high and low memorable groups.
Next, using logistic regression, we attempted to find a hyperplane to separate low-memorable
and highly-memorable images. For this purpose, we used either z ∈ R1×512 latent vectors or
w ∈ R18×512 extended latent space of StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2. After finding the separating
hyperplane, we moved the latent vector or the augmented latent vector in the positive or negative direction of the normal vector of that hyperplane to control the image memorability. We
tried both SVM and logistic regression to find that hyperplane. Due to svm time complexity, it
will be more efficient to use logistic regression where its time complexity is linear with to size
of the data.
This hyperplane denotes the moderately memorable images, as we chose it to separate the
faces into high-memorable and low-memorable faces based on the mean (or median) of the
memorability scores. Memorability of each image is related to the distance of its latent vector
(or extended latent vector if extended latent vector is used to find the hyperplane) from this
hyperplane. Consider image i with corresponding latent vector zi ∈ R1×512 or wi ∈ R18×512 , and
its memorability score memi . We note the normal vector of this hyperplane by z∗ ∈ R1×512 or
w∗ ∈ R18×512 and we show the distance from the hyperplane by function d. We will have:
T

memi ∝ d(z∗ , zi ) = z∗ .zi
T

memi ∝ d(w∗ , wi ) = w∗ .wi

(3.7)
(3.8)
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Hence, we can change the memorability of each image, by changing the distance of its
latent vector (or extended latent vector) from the separating hyperplane; zedit = z + αz∗ or
similarly wedit = w + αw∗ and we will have:
T

T

T

d (z∗ , zedit ) = z∗ .zedit = z∗ . (z + αz∗ ) = z∗ .z + α = d (z∗ , z) + α
T

T

T

d (w∗ , wedit ) = w∗ .wedit = w∗ . (w + αw∗ ) = w∗ .w + α = d (w∗ , w) + α

(3.9)
(3.10)

The results of this classification task for finding the separating hyperplane are presented in
Table 3.1 when different assessors are used for memorability score predictions. In each case,
the accuracy was about 10 percent higher when we used extended latent space (w), hence we
showed the results for extended latent space in Table 3.1. According to the results, we decided
to use SENet50 as our assessor and mean memorability as the threshold for our further analysis.

Median
Mean
Oval Square Oval Square
ResNet50 0.8131 0.7933 0.8149 0.7928
SENet50 0.8157 0.8291 0.8207 0.8317
VGG16 0.7938 0.8037 0.7952 0.8071
Assessor

Table 3.1: Accuracy of the separating hyperplane. Based on the method for dividing images
into highly-memorable and low-memorable images, the shape of the images, and the assessor.
The performance of logistic regression is higher when the extended latent space is used
to find the separating hyperplane. Further, as we show in the next section working with the
extended latent space yields better results in modifying face memorability than the latent space.
The results for using the latent vectors are depicted in Table3.2.
Similar to the extended latent space, we can utilize latent vectors and find the separating
hyperplane in the latent space of StyleGAN.
Median
Mean
Oval Square Oval Square
ResNet50 0.699 0.686 0.706 0.683
SENet50 0.696 0.723 0.700 0.733
VGG16 0.689 0.695 0.697 0.705
Assessor

Table 3.2: Accuracy of the separating hyperplane. Based on the method for dividing images
into high-memorable and low memorable images, the shape of the images, and the assessor. In
this case latent space (R512 ) is used to find the separating hyperplane. We can observe that the
accuracy of the hyperplane is lower than the case when extended latent space is used.

3.4. Experiments and Results

3.3.5
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Modifying conditionally

One of the benefits of our approach is that we can fix specific attributes while changing memorability. It has been shown that latent vector play an important role in determining different attributes of a face and we can find hyperplanes to separate faces based on those attributes, such as
glasses, age, and smile. Consider the norm vectors of these hyperplanes as A = {a1 , a2 , ..., ak }.
We can fix these attributes by subspace projection as follows:
w∗new = w∗ −

i=k
X

(w∗T .ai ) ai

(3.11)

i=1

3.3.6

Latent vector recovery for real faces

The efficiency of our method to modify real human faces depends on how well the latent vector
of the real face can be obtained to reconstruct the original image. After acquiring the latent
vector of the real face image, we can repeat the process for the synthesized images and modify
their memorability. In this work, we used image2style [1] to embed the real faces to latent
space of StyleGAN1, whose loss function consists of a VGG-16 perceptual loss [48] and a
pixel-wise MSE loss term. Furthermore, for projecting real faces to StyleGAN2 latent space,
we employed the same algorithm described by [52] after using the dlib library [56] to align
68 face landmarks in the preprocessing step. In this work, we assume that we have the latent
vector of the generated faces, however, if the latent vector of a generated face is not available,
a similar approach can be employed to retrieve the latent vector.

3.4
3.4.1

Experiments and Results
Modifying memorability of the synthesized faces

As described in Section 3.3.1, we created two different datasets with StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2. We randomly sampled 100k z ∈ R1×512 from a standard normal distribution with truncation to produce high-quality synthetic face images and saved their mappings in R18×512 augmented latent space of both GANs. We calculated their memorability scores using SENet50,
then labeled them highly or low-memorable images when compared to the mean memorability
score in the dataset, finally we used the logistic regression to find the separating hyperplane as
described in Section 3.3.4. After finding the separating hyperplane, we evaluated our method
in modifying the memorability of generated faces with StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2 using our
proposed method. As we discussed earlier in Section 3.3.4, we found separating hyperplanes
in either latent space or extended latent space of StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2. Figure 3.10 and
Figure 3.11, demonstrate some samples of memorability modification with StyleGAN1 and
StyleGAN2 respectively. The following figures demonstrate some samples of memorability
modification of square-shaped and oval-shaped images generated by StyleGAN1 and StyleGAN2. We showed the results using both the latent space and the extended latent space.
We observed that increasing the memorability scores causes some decreases in the facial
weight, increases the presence of makeup and thickness of the lips, and makes the person look
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Figure 3.10: Modifying memorability of faces generated by StyleGAN1. Exemplar faces
and their counterparts when our memorability modifying approach is applied to them. The
second row depicts images when an extra step of ovalization is applied before feeding to the
assessor. The corresponding memorability score is presented in the top left corner of each
image.
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Figure 3.11: Modifying memorability of faces generated by StyleGAN2. Exemplar faces
and their counterparts when our memorability modifying approach is applied to them. The
second row depicts images when an extra step of ovalization is applied before feeding to the
assessor.
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Figure 3.12: Generated images by StyleGAN1 with their corresponding memorability
scores. Modified images when latent space of the StyleGAN1 was used to determine the
separating hyperplane. Square-shaped faces were fed to the assessor.
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Figure 3.13: Generated images by StyleGAN1 with their corresponding memorability
scores. Modified images when extended latent space of the StyleGAN1 was used to determine
the separating hyperplane. Square-shaped faces were fed to the assessor.
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Figure 3.14: Generated images by StyleGAN1 with their corresponding memorability
scores. Modified images when extended latent space of the StyleGAN1 was used to determine
the separating hyperplane. Oval-shaped faces were fed to the assessor.
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Figure 3.15: Generated images by StyleGAN2 with their corresponding memorability
scores. This figure shows the modified images when latent space of the StyleGAN2 was used
to determine the separating hyperplane. Square-shaped faces were fed to the assessor.
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Figure 3.16: Generated images by StyleGAN2 with their corresponding memorability
scores. This figure shows the modified images when extended latent space of the StyleGAN2
was used to determine the separating hyperplane. Square-shaped faces were fed to the assessor.
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Figure 3.17: Generated images by StyleGAN2 with their corresponding memorability
scores. This figure shows the modified images when extended latent space of the StyleGAN2
was used to determine the separating hyperplane. Oval-shaped faces were fed to the assessor.
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younger. Moreover, it will affect the skin tone by making it brighter. It makes the face more
serious. However, decreasing the memorability score has opposite effects.
In addition to using our method to evaluate face images qualitatively, we also tested the performance of our method in modifying memorability, quantitatively. For this, we used 10k synthesised faces and tried different weights of memorability modification on them. Figure 3.18
depicts the distributions of memorability scores when shifted by our method as well as the
mean of the distributions, which suggests us we were successful in modifying the memorability scores of the faces.

Oval-shape faces

Square-shape faces

Figure 3.18: The effectiveness of our method for modifying memorability scores tested on 10k
generated faces. As depicted the distribution and mean memorability score of images changes
with the coefficient used for memorability modification.

3.4.2

Modifying memorability of the StyleGAN-generated objects

In expanding the validity and effectiveness of our method, we added new experiments on the
memorability of non-face objects. We used StyleGAN2 independently pre-trained on cars,
churches, horses, and cats to generate images in these categories. By employing our method,
we were still able to modify the memorability scores of such objects. To show the effectiveness
of our method, we mimic our previous experiments by generating 5k images in each category,
modifying their memorability scores with different weights, and plotting the mean of their
memorability scores. In here, we used MemNet as the memorability assessor. Table 3.3 shows
the accuracy of the separating hyperplanes in churches, cats, horses, and cars augmented latent
space.
Weight
Cats
Horses
Cars
Churches

Accuracy
0.7875
0.8897
0.8581
0.8325

Table 3.3: Accuracy of the separating hyperplane. Based on the weights of the generator.
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Figure 3.19: Generated horse images by StyleGAN2 with their corresponding memorability scores. This figure shows the modified images when extended latent space of the StyleGAN2 was used to determine the separating hyperplane.
Figures 3.19, 3.20, 3.21, 3.22 show the results of the memorability modification of horse,
cat, car, and church images.

3.4.3

Modifying memorability of the objects

To show that our method does not rely on the architecture of StyleGAN, we performed a new
experiment where we applied our method on object images generated by BigGANs [10].
We demonstrated the effectiveness of our method by testing it with different weights on 20k
generated images by BigGANs.
We generated 200k images by 512 × 512 BigGAN-deep [10], predicted their memorability
scores by MemNet, and divided them into low-memorable and highly-memorable images. We
observed that the effect of the modifications is similar to Goetschalckx et al. [29]. Increasing
the memorability scores, caused the images to become zoomed-in, in some cases the color
changed and also in a few cases (Cheese burger and snake in Figure 3.26a, made the objects
rounder.

3.4.4

Realness of the modified images

In this experiment, we evaluated the realness of the faces when our memorability modification
was applied to them. StyleGAN is a state-of-the-art model in generating real-looking faces.
Hence, we considered the realness of the generated images from StyleGAN (before memo-
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Figure 3.20: Generated cat images by StyleGAN2 with their corresponding memorability
scores. This figure shows the modified images when extended latent space of the StyleGAN2
was used to determine the separating hyperplane.
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Figure 3.21: Generated car images by StyleGAN2 with their corresponding memorability
scores. This figure shows the modified images when extended latent space of the StyleGAN2
was used to determine the separating hyperplane.
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Figure 3.22: Generated church images by StyleGAN2 with their corresponding memorability scores. This figure shows the modified images when extended latent space of the
StyleGAN2 was used to determine the separating hyperplane.

rability modification) as our baseline and compared them to the modified faces. First, we
generated 10k synthesized faces, then applied different weights of memorability modification
vector to their latent vectors. We utilized two well-known measures for this purpose; FID and
KID. As demonstrated in Figure 3.27, the FID and KID scores of the modified images are close
to the unmodified faces and therefore, the realness of faces is not affected by our method.

3.4.5

Modifying memorability of the real faces

Next we evaluated our method on real human faces. First, we computed their extended latent
vector using the GAN inversion method previously described and then applied our proposed
method to them to change their memorability. For real human faces, we chose to work with
the extended latent vectors, because the regenerated images from the extended latent space are
more similar to the original images.
It can be seen that our method works well and show an acceptable performance on real
human faces as well as the generated faces. Moreover, by improvements of the GAN-inversion
methods, our method can be employed and have even better results. Figure 3.28 depicts real
face images and their corresponding GAN-reconstructed results. We have shown how the real
faces change after memorability modification.
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(a) Cats

(b) Horses

(c) Cars

(d) Churches

Figure 3.23: The effectiveness of our method for modifying memorability scores tested on 5k
generated images for each category. As depicted the distribution and mean memorability score
of images changes with the coefficient used for memorability modification

3.4.6

Modifying the faces conditionally

As we described previously, one of the benefits of our work is that it makes it possible to
modify the memorability scores of the faces conditionally. Different hyperplanes for different
face attributes could be used and then with projection, we can try to maintain the corresponding
attributes unchanged. As there is a correlation between different face attributes, choosing large
weights and attempting to change the memorability scores drastically, may affect the attribute.
We showed the attempt to maintain smile and age attributes in Figure 3.29 as an example.
However, this method could be applied to a variety of face attributes.

3.4.7

Layer-wise memorability modification

Next we tried to identify which layers in extended latent vectors contributed the most to face
memorability, i.e., which layers are most responsible for modifying a face memorability score.
In each experiment, we only changed one layer and kept other layers the same. We plotted
the faces after these layer-wise changes to examine what kind of changes these layer-wise
modifications caused in the faces. We observed that modifications in the first 11 layers were
mostly responsible for changes in a face, and the other 7 layers mostly just affected the color
and background of the image. Hence, we only focused on the first 11 layers. We then repeated
the same layer-wise changes on 3k synthesized faces and calculated the mean memorability of
these images before layer-wise and after layer-wise modifications.
Figures 3.30- 3.40 demonstrate the effect of layer-wise memorability modification on human faces.

3.4.8

Face-morphing for memorability modification

In the next experiment, we tried to investigate the effect of image morphing on memorability.
We observed that there is no linear relation between image morphing and memorability score
changes. Two different images with extended latent vectors w1 , w2 , and different memorability
scores are selected. We covered the distance between w1 and w2 with 4 other images as follow:
w = w1 +

i
(w2 − w1 )
5

, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

(3.12)
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Figure 3.24: Generated images by 512×512 BigGAN-deep with their corresponding memorability scores. This figure shows the modified images when the latent space of the BigGAN
(R128 ) was used to determine the separating hyperplane.
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Figure 3.25: Generated images by 256 × 256 BigGAN with their corresponding memorability scores. This figure shows the modified images when the latent space of the BigGAN
(R140 ) was used to determine the separating hyperplane.
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(a) 512 × 512 BigGAN-deep
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(b) 256 × 256 BigGAN

Figure 3.26: The effectiveness of our method for modifying memorability scores tested on
20k generated images. As depicted the distribution and mean memorability score of images
changes with the coefficient used for memorability modification

Figure 3.27: The realness of the 10k generated images measured by the FID and KID ratios
for different memorability modification coefficients. FID and KID score of the unmodified
images are the respective baselines. A close to one ratio indicates similar level of realness with
the baseline.
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Figure 3.28: Memorability modification of real faces. The first three rows were encoded to
StyleGAN2 latent space and the fourth row was encoded to StyleGAN1 latent space.
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Figure 3.29: Modifying memorability scores of the faces, with the condition to maintaining
smile and age. This figure shows how projection can affect memorability and the special
attribute that we are aiming to maintain unchanged.
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Figure 3.30: The effect of the changes in the 1st layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. This layer mostly affects shape of the face. Increasing this attribute
makes the face smaller, whereas decreasing this attribute makes the face larger, which usually
may cause a decrease in the memorability score.
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Figure 3.31: The effect of the changes in the 2nd layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. This layer mostly affects hair, pose of the face, and the direction of the
eyes and shows how these attributes contribute to the memorability score.
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Figure 3.32: The effect of the changes in the 3rd layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. This layer mostly affects shape and seriousness of the faces. We observed
that moving this layer, in the positive direction of the corresponding layer in the memorability
vector (w∗ ), will highly increase the memorability score.
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Figure 3.33: The effect of the changes in the 4th layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. This layer mostly affects shape of the face (especially the chin). We
can observe that changes in this attribute, largely contribute to the memorability of the face
and moving this layer in the positive direction of the corresponding layer in the memorability
vector (w∗ ), will increase the memorability score.
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Figure 3.34: The effect of the changes in the 5th layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. This layer mostly affects nose, lips, facial weight, and smile. This is one
of the most important layer that plays a role in determining the memorability score.
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Figure 3.35: The effect of the changes in the 6th layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. This layer mostly affects the smile and form of the lips. We observe that
when we move this layer, in the positive direction of the corresponding layer of the memorability vector (w∗ ), the memorability score will increase hugely and the person’s lips will become
thicker. However, when you move it in the opposite direction, the person’s lips will become
thinner and the memorability score will decrease.
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Figure 3.36: The effect of the changes in the 7th layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. This layer mostly affects make-ups and facial hair. We observe that when
we move this layer, in the positive direction of the corresponding layer of the memorability
vector (w∗ ), the memorability score will drastically increase and the makeup starts to appear on
the person’s face. The lips will become thicker and the eyebrows shape and the person’s skin
changes.
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Figure 3.37: The effect of the changes in the 8th layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. This layer mostly affects the eyes and the hair color.
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Figure 3.38: The effect of the changes in the 9th layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score.This layer mostly affects the facial hair, hair color type and skin color.
moving this layer, in the positive direction of the corresponding layer of the memorability
vector (w∗ ), will make the hair color gold and some shadows and facial hair (if the person is
male), will appear on the face.
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Figure 3.39: The effect of the changes in the 10th layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. The changes in this layer or mostly responsible for modifications on skin
color and eyes. We observe, the changes in this layer are not as effective as other layers to
modify the memorability score.
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Figure 3.40: The effect of the changes in the 11th layer of the extended latent space on
memorability score. Changes in this layer control the skin color and face brightness. As it is
shown, this layer does not play an important role in modifying memorability score of the face.
Then examined the memorability score changes between morphed images. We observed
generally there is no linear relation between them. Figure 3.41 shows two examples of this
experiment. It can be seen that for the oval-shaped image there is no linear relation between the
morphed images and their corresponding memorability scores. However, for the square-shaped
face, the memorability score of the initial image strictly decreases to reach the memorability
score of the final image.
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Figure 3.41: Exemplar of the relation of image morphing and memorability.

3.4.9

Category-based memorability modification

In chapter 2 we showed the performance of MemNet on different categories of the MemCat dataset. MemCat is a category-based memorability dataset which includes five categories—namely animals, food, landscapes, sports, and vehicles images. We have shown MemNet does not perform very well on different categories of MemCat separately. We showed the
rank score of the animals, food, landscapes, sports, and vehicles are 0.402, 0.314, 0.567, 0.441
and 0.407 respectively. However, after finetuning, we saw an increase in rank correlation between predicted and true memorability scores in all categories. More specifically, finetuning
resulted in the largest increase (0.18) in rank correlation in the food category and the smallest
increase (0.08) in the landscapes category. While the increase in rank correlation was subtle,
MemNet finetuned on landscapes was able to reach a rank correlation near human consistency
(0.67). Therefore, we decided to employ the model that is fine-tuned on animals category for
modifying the memorability of the cats and horses generated by StyleGAN2. Moreover, we
leveraged the model that was fine-tuned on vehicle images to modify the memorability of the
car images generated by StyleGAN2.
Figures 3.42-3.44 show the results of this experiment.

3.4.10

Multi-level memorability modification

By predicting the memorability scores of the training set images and dividing them into two
groups of highly-memorable and low-memorable images, we are not benefiting from the power
of our memorability assessors. By categorizing into two groups, the regression problem of predicting memorability scores is reduced to classifying low-memorable and highly-memorable
images. As a result, for the last experiment of this section, we decided to do a multi-level
analysis for memorability modification.
Next, instead of dividing the images into only two groups of highly-memorable and lowmemorable images, we attempted to divide them into more than two groups. After dividing
the images into different levels of memorability scores, we will use them to solve a multi-class
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Figure 3.42: StyleGAN2-generated car images with modified memorability scores.
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Figure 3.43: StyleGAN2-generated cat images with modified memorability scores.
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Figure 3.44: StyleGAN2-generated horse images with modified memorability scores.
classification problem of finding the level of the memorability of the images. Similar to before,
we use logistic regression to find the multi-level separating hyperplanes.
Furthermore, having multi-level hyperplanes will result in multiple ways for modifying the
memorability score. Previously, only one memorability modification vector was available and
we attempted to modify the memorability score of different images by moving their corresponding latent vectors in the direction of that memorability modification vector. However, by
having multiple memorability modification vectors, there will be multiple ways for modifying
the memorability score of an image. Therefore, we can reach multiple images with the same
memorability scores. Using this method, we can modify the faces while strongly keeping the
identity. Moreover, it is trivial that using a two-level memorability modification method is a
subset of multi-level memorability modification.
In this experiment, we examined 3-levels, 4-levels, 5-levels and 6-levels memorability modification methods. At each level, we divided the images with two different schemes.
At level 3, we divided the images based on case A: (0.33-0.34-0.33) and case B: (0.100.80-0.10) memorability splits. The purely random classification accuracy for case A and case
B are 0.33 and 0.66. Table 3.4 shows the classification accuracy for the aforementioned two
cases.
At level 4, we divided the images based on case A: (0.25-0.25-0.25-0.25) and case B: (0.100.40-0.40-0.10) memorability splits. The purely random classification accuracy for case A and
case B are 0.25 and 0.34. Table 3.5 shows the classification accuracy for the aforementioned
two cases.
At level 5, we divided the images based on case A: (0.20-0.20-0.20-0.20-0.20) and case
B: (0.10-0.20-0.40-0.20-0.10) memorability splits. The purely random classification accuracy
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Case A
Case B
Oval Square Oval Square
ResNet50 0.6742 0.6516 0.8537 0.8374
SENet50 0.6846 0.7071 0.8585 0.8545
VGG16 0.6571 0.6741 0.8472 0.8477
Assessor

Table 3.4: Accuracy of the separating hyperplanes. Based on the method for dividing images
into 3 level of memorability scores, the shape of the images, and the assessor.
Case A
Case B
Oval Square Oval Square
ResNet50 0.5626 0.539 0.6694 0.638
SENet50 0.5749 0.6061 0.6794 0.6841
VGG16 0.5542 0.5694 0.641 0.6568
Assessor

Table 3.5: Accuracy of the separating hyperplanes. Based on the method for dividing images
into 4 level of memorability scores, the shape of the images, and the assessor.
for case A and case B are 0.20 and 0.26. Table 3.6 shows the classification accuracy for the
aforementioned two cases.
At level 6, we divided the images based on case A: (0.10-0.10-0.30-0.30-0.10-0.10) and
case B: (0.10-0.20-0.20-0.20-0.20-0.10) memorability splits. The purely random classification
accuracy for case A and case B are 0.22 and 0.18. Table 3.7 shows the classification accuracy
for the aforementioned two cases.
Multilevel memorability modification yields multiple memorability modification vectors
that can be assigned various weights, resulting in different memorability scores. As a result,
we can reach multiple faces with the same memorability scores. Using n-level memorability
modification, the latent vector can get modified as follow:
wmodi f ied = w + Σni=1 ai .w∗i

(3.13)

Figure 3.45 shows an example where 2-level memorability modification and 4-level memorability modification are used for modifying the memorability of a face image. This figure
Case A
Case B
Oval Square Oval Square
ResNet50 0.4836 0.4605 0.5573 0.5293
SENet50 0.4962 0.5257 0.5779 0.5892
VGG16 0.4803 0.4904 0.5487 0.5613
Assessor

Table 3.6: Accuracy of the separating hyperplanes. Based on the method for dividing images
into 5 level of memorability scores, the shape of the images, and the assessor.
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Case A
Case B
Oval Square Oval Square
ResNet50 0.5084 0.4897 0.4493 0.4179
SENet50 0.5216 0.536 0.4601 0.4777
VGG16
0.492 0.5176 0.4277 0.4488
Assessor

Table 3.7: Accuracy of the separating hyperplanes. Based on the method for dividing images
into 6 level of memorability scores, the shape of the images, and the assessor.

0.73
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modified face

0.42

Original face

0.73

2-level
modified face

Figure 3.45: A sample comparison of 4-level and 2-level memorability modification.
shows how multi-level memorability modification can help in keeping the identity. The initial
memorability score of the face image is 0.42 and we attempted to modify it to 0.73. It can be
observed that 4-level memorability modification can keep the identity much better than 2-level
memorability modification. In order to compare the identities quantitatively, we leveraged a
pre-trained FaceNet [87]. The Euclidean distance between the representations of two faces
determines the distance between their identities. Here, the identity loss between the original
image and 2-level modified images is 8.3 × 10−5 , however, this number for the 4-level modified
face is 3.4 × 10−5 . Although both numbers are very small, we can conclude that in this case,
the 4-level identity modification method is doing a better job at keeping the identity.

3.5

Conclusion

An innovative method for improving the memorability of face images is presented in this chapter. In contrast to previous methods, our approach is capable of enhancing both the memorability of synthetic faces as well as the memorability of real faces within an arbitrary continuous
range. Moreover, we showed that these changes will not affect the realness of the images. Nevertheless, if the memorability modification vector is given a very large weight, it will affect the
face identity and realness. The application of our method to 10k artificial faces demonstrated
that it is effective. Our study also demonstrated that our method works on real human faces and
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can change the memorability of real faces. Next, we examined how layer-wise changes would
affect the face and its memorability score, and one of the advantages of the proposed method
is that it conditionally tweaks the memorability score by leveraging the subspace projection
method. In order to demonstrate the generality of our method, we tested it on images of cats,
cars, horses, and churches generated by StyleGAN2. As part of our study, we demonstrated
that our method is not restricted to StyleGAN, and we used it to modify the memorability of
object and scene images generated by BigGAN. Finally, we studied the effect of multi-level
memorability modification as an extension to our proposed method.

Chapter 4
Discussions and Conclusion
4.1

Discussions

In this project, we aimed to predict and manipulate the memorability of different images. To
do so, we first evaluated memorability models trained on the LaMem dataset [54] and showed
those models would not perform well in predicting memorability of face images. Next, we
proposed seven new models based on VGG16 [92], ResNet50 [36], and SENet50 [41] to assess
face memorability. These models extract the most significant features from face images based
on convolutional blocks and a deep architecture that aid in predicting face memorability. In
consequence, these models can be applied both to predict the memorability of square-shaped
faces as well as oval-shaped faces. Moreover, we finetuned MemNet on different categories
of MemCat to provide five different category-based memorability models for foods, sports,
vehicles, animals, and landscapes.
After proposing the memorability models, we took the next step for memorability modification. By presenting our idea on finding a memorability separating hyperplane in the latent
space of GANs, we provided a novel method for memorability modification. After dividing the
images into two categories of highly-memorable and low-memorable images, we were able to
find the separating hyperplane in the latent space of StyleGAN [51, 52] and leverage its normal
vector as the memorability modification vector. Fast and easy are characteristics of this method
that we consider a strength of ours.
In the next step, we investigated the validity and effectiveness of our method through various experiments. We observed that by employing our method, we can shift the distribution of
the memorability scores of different faces. In addition, we demonstrated our method is not only
limited to face images and we can modify the memorability of different object/scene images
with it. By using BigGAN [10] we showed that our method is not dependent solely on StyleGAN and that it can be utilized with other architectures as well. Furthermore, we tested our
method for modifying the memorability of real faces images, and we succeeded in changing
the memorability scores of these faces.
Our studies demonstrated that increasing memorability of human faces made the face appear more serious and decreasing memorability made the face appear less serious. We showed
how increasing/decreasing memorability will affect the skin tone, make-ups, facial hair, and
other face attributes. As seen in our results, animals with a brighter coat color (like orange)
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are more memorable than animals with darker coat colors. The same trend can be seen in
cars. Interestingly, as the memorability score was increased, we observed rounder objects and
larger food images. These observations suggest that color, shape, and size of objects have a
significant bearing on human memory. Overall, our results highlighted interesting trends in
what makes images more memorable in specific image categories. These trends could reflect
evolutionary and/or cultural trends in how we perceive and interact with the world.

4.2

Limitations

While our project addresses an important question in computer vision using robust methods,
there are several limitations that future works can address.
First, for training the assessors to predict the memorability scores, we are limited to the
available memorability datasets and it should be mentioned that our method is highly based
on the correctness of the memorability scores of our assessors. Therefore, we are limited to
LaMem [54], 10k US Face Database [53], and MemCat [30]. It can result in two problems:
1. These images do not cover any arbitrary image and our assessors can only predict the
memorability scores of the category of the images that appear in the aforementioned
datasets.
2. A database like the 10k US Face database is only limited to the American faces which are
biased in some attributes like skin tone. These biases will affect the assessor in predicting
the memorability of a human face in general. This problem can be solved by providing
new memorability datasets.
Second, we employ GANs to modify the memorability scores of the images. Therefore,
we are limited to the ability of GANs for generating images. Although GANs are not capable
of generating any image, by training them on a large dataset, we can acquire a generator for
producing an image in the desired category. It requires a huge dataset and a powerful computational resource.
Lastly, it should be mentioned that our study can be followed up by a Visual Memory Game
experiment to validate our result for controlling memorability of images.

4.3

Implications

The current project has a multitude of implications for both academia and industry. The proposed method provides the field with the opportunity to better understand human memory in a
feasible manner. More specifically, having the tools to manipulate memorability provides the
means to acquire a deeper understanding of what features make an image memorable. These
findings can inspire further neuroscience research that can untangle human memory from a
neuroscientific perspective.
The methods proposed in this project can further be applied in industries such as advertising. With the rise in online advertising, there is immense competition between companies for
consumers’ attention. As such, designing advertisements that are more memorable would give
any company a significant advantage over others.

4.4. Ethics

4.4
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Ethics

As part of this study, we did not train or introduce new Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) to generate fake images. The research we conduct is based in large part on StyleGAN [51, 52], which has been developed by Karras and colleagues. In such a sense, our
study falls under the category of GAN-based photo-editing studies, which are fairly common
these days [89]. As a result, our study doesn’t pose any ethical challenges unless it is used
fraudulently with the intention of deceiving people.

4.5

Future work

Through this project, we modified the memorability of different images and demonstrated its
effectiveness through our assessors. Alternatively, a test can be conducted to evaluate its effect
through A/B testing by a company. A company can use A/B testing to compare its original
image and modified image in order to find out how improving the memorability score will
impact sales or other aspects.
Moreover, in the next step, we can focus on the neuroscientific side of the project. A series
of original and modified images can be presented to the participants through a visual memory
game and study how different areas of the brain will activate while observing an original and
a modified image. This experiment can be insightful in discovering how our brain memorizes
different images.
The focus of our study was the memorability of images. However, expanding it to other
areas such as text and videos can be a great idea. As a first step, we should think about how
we can define memorability for other domains. After defining the memorability, the same
approach proposed in this thesis can be employed to predict the memorability score of the
samples from that domain. Next, these memorability scores can be used for modifying the
memorability scores of the samples within that domain. Additionally, this work and method
can be generalized in other fields as the memorability score is only a values acquired by our
trained assessors. One can train assessors for predicting other attributes of images and employ
the method mentioned in this thesis to modify the desired attribute.

4.6

Conclusion

Through this project, we attempted to provide a framework within which one can evaluate and
modify the memorability of different images. We hope that this project serves as an inspiration
for future studies in the fields of computer science and neuroscience and propels the scientific
field forward towards a better understanding of the human memory and brain.
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